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NEW 55 CONSTITUTION OK'D 
Nov. 1st Set 
As Poll Date 
For Students 
A long chain of gradual changes 
toward more effective and auton-
omous student government was 
capped last Tuesday when the 
General Assembly voted in ses-
sion to approve the Committee 
Report of the Constitutional Re-
view Committee - wbich gave 
the Student Senate a new Con-
stitution. 
After some amendment last 
year, the General Assembly- at 
the request of most of its mem-
bers - by resolution formed the 
Committee to study the inade-
quacies of the Constitution and 
draft some alternatives to them. 
Committeemen chosen at that 
time by Chairman Jack McCul-
lough were Jack Close, Bob Bran-
and! Paul Max , Bob Devoy, Dave 
Craig, Randy Roth , Tim Hart 
and Paul Fleming. Freshmen 
added this year after the Leader-
ship Conference were John Lamb 
and John Keady. 
Committee Meetings began 
with regularity last semester al-
most immediately after the Com-
mittee's inception; members 
were instructed in late Spring 
to obtain copies of and study 
regional college constitutions, 
in order to formulate ideas on 
reform. They caucused after va-
cation and listed some of the 
more novel innovations for use 
at the Leadership Conference. 
Crucial sessions began after 
September. when actual drafting 
of the new document was put in 
motion. Work was del ega ted out 
of committee during the week, 
(Continued on Page 8, Col. I) 
MAN OF THE HOUR 
B&G PHOTO BY SHUMAKER 
• • ·was Jack McCullough, Constitutional Review Committee Chairman, who gave his group's final report and recommendations 
to the General Assembly Tuesday. The report included the new Student Senate Constitution, which was also drafted by the Committee. 
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DeSmet Orda\ns Ru\es, Re\ations Councils 
The newly-formed DeSmet 
Hall Governing Board has cho-
sen members and has set up ten-
tatively to give DeSmet resi-
dents a chance to make sugges-
tions and complaints to a body 
of students that can act upon 
them. Presently, the board has 
no official standing with the 
school; once a constitution has 
been written. it will be submit-
ted to the Director of Housing, 
Mr. James, Guyer. S.J. , and to 
Revell~e Sufl.vell~ive 
Father Robert Houlihan S.J ., 
for approval. 
The members of the board are 
Greg Lauby, President, Joe 
Martin, Secretary, Mr. Guyer, 
the nine President Assistants 
and the nine wing representa-
tives in DeSmet. Three commit-
tees have been set up to carry 
out duties. 
The Legislative Committee is 
in charge of writing a' constitu-
tion specifying the Board 's 
functions and powers. Jerry 
Carpenter will serve as Chair-
man, and will be aided by Kevin 
Collins, Steve Grout, Joe Canepa, 
Tom DiLisio, Tom Flynn, Mike 
McCarville, and Don Mayberry. 
It will be the responsibility 
of the Judicial Committee to act 
as a sounding board for com-
plaints and to insure fairness in 
discipline. This committee is 
composed of two permanent 
members. Greg Lauby and Joe 
Freshman Infiltrates SDS Meet 
By LOUIS DeCARLO 
Secret Freaky Straight Man 
PLACE: UMC Building, Colo-
rado University 
SETTING: Thousands of week-
end hippies, shoulder-length 
freaks , would-be trolls. 
Martin, while two R.A. 's and 
two wing representatives will 
rotate weekly. Meetings are 
held every Thursday at 10:00 
p.m. 
The Student-Faculty-Admin-
istration-Relations Committee 
has been set up to further com-
munication between the dorm 
students, teachers. and the ad-
ministration. Tom Jezo serves 
as president ; the other members 
are Pete Benoist, Mike Atchity, 
Paul Fleming, Rick Garrity, 
Gabe Estrada, John Barzizza, 
and Howie McClurkin. 
This committee is planning an 
open house to be held this week-
end from 1:00 to 3:00p.m. before 
the soccer game. The open house 
is being held to promote sup-
port for the soccer team and to 
stimulate a sense of pride in the 
students regarding the dorm. 
Report Hits 
Vital Points 
Constitutional Review Commit-
tee Chairman Jack McCullough 
presented a finalized report, 
complete with recommendations 
and points of particular interest, 
to the General Assembly Tuesday 
for their approval. 
Of the need for Constitutional 
reform, he said: "The General 
Assembly directed us to study the 
old Constitution last semester, 
ahd we came up with the fact 
that student government needed 
a change of emphasis and some 
specific guidelines along which 
to delegate authority and develop 
some legislative precedent.'' 
The Committee Report, which 
passed by a vote of 26-0-3, asked 
that the G. A. approve the Con-
stitution itself as well as estab-
lish some specific prerequisites 
for strong student government. 
McCullough, in response to a 
question, stressed that the pres-
ent Executive Board Officers and 
other representatives "will re-
main as pro tern officers until the 
next election, when the Consti-
tution itself really takes effect." 
The Committee Report is as 
follows: 
(Continued on Page ll, Col. 3) 
Group Snares 
Two Speakers 
For Lectures 
David Schoenbrun and Julian 
Bond, two contemporary and 
controversial political figures., 
are slated to highlight the Regis 
College Lecture Series tbis year, 
Paul Max, Executive Board 
President, disclosed. 
In a meeting of the General 
Assembly on October 8, Max -
the student . member of the Lec-
ture Committee - said: "In-
stead of spending the money al-
lotted for lectures (approximate-
ly $2000) on several more minor 
figures, the Committee decided 
to ·shoot their wad' and get these 
two men." 
David Shoenbrun, himself a 
young man, was involved in the 
settlement of the Morningside 
Heights dispute at Columbia 
University, one that raged all 
summer. He is scheduled to speak · 
on November 13, either in the 
Faculty Lounge or in the Field-
house. 
The only Negro delegate from 
the state of Georgia to the Demo-
cratic National Convention, 
Julian Bond made national head-
lines by capturing a number of 
delegate votes . Bond is expected 
on March 27 in either of the two 
locations mentioned above. 
(Editor's Note: Louis DeCarlo, Regis' insecurity symbol in resi-
dence, was pressed into service early this month to perform an act of 
subversion - the type that HIS kind always indulge in. His assign-
ment: because of the nature of security for the Students for Demo-
cratic Society's (SDS) National Convention in Boulder October 12-14 
-particularly with regard to members of the press- THE BROWN 
AND GOLD found it necessary to find other avenues for the public 
good. Armed to the armpits, Louis descended upon the Hill and came 
away smelling like a rose. The following is a dramatic, first-person 
account of his exploits.) 
SFSM: Walking up to Registra-
tion Desk. "How do I crash? " 
YSS: "Give me your name, 
where . you're from, and who 
you're representing.'' 
SFSM: " Robert DeZoretz, New 
York. Denver University SDS." 
War, Draft Split, :!~!~!~\ 
Sample Poll ShoYislllllll 
THE CONVENTION 
Presented in Part by the 
Students for a Democratic Society 
DRAMA TIS PERSONAE : 
YSS: " There's a two-dollar 
registration fee. " This past week, my staff and I conducted a poll- the first of two 
SFSM: "Oh, wow! I'm so low! in conjunction with ·the upcoming Presidential elections. Three hun-
SFSM (Secret Freaky Straight 
Man) 
YSS (Youthful SDS Secretary) 
SLAVUS HUNGRY ll..-.-.1l.~--D.Ji~ 
Tonight, the Brothers of Alpha 
Delta Gamma Fraternity, Regis' 
Catholic men's social fraternity, 
are once again hosting the an-
nual Hallowe'en Ball. 
The affair is set for 8 p.m. 
at the Ramada Inn, 455 South 
Colorado Boulevard, and wiii 
continue until 12. Highlights 
of the evening will include 
prizes for the best costumes, 
and a Hallowe'en Queen wiii 
be chosen from finalists repre-
senting local merchants and 
business men. 
Tickets will be on sale at all 
meals today and at the door. 
Price is $5.00 per couple. 
I spent all day trying to cop a dred-forty students were included, and were polled on two extremely 
crash pad and some food. Like, controversial issues: the "Draft'' and the War in Vietnam. 
LOUIS DECARLO 
I'm nil on the bread scene!" The following questions were 
YSS: " What a bummer! OK. asked concerning the " Draft: " 
You don't have to pay. Peace." 1. Should we retain the pres-
SFSM: "Love. Ayee koulou." ent draft system? 
(CHANGE OF SCENE. THE YES-32%, 
SFSM STRUTS COOLY INTO N0-56%, NOOPINION-12%. 
THE HALL WHERE MANY 2. Would you favor a lottery 
LONG-HE A DE D MONKEYS for all nineteen-year-old males? 
WITH A CONSTANT PSYCHE- YES-16%, N0-72%, NO OPIN-
DELIC GLEAM IN THEIR EYES ION-12%. 
ARE LYING DOWN, SITTING 3. would you favor a volun-
DOWN, COMING DOWN, AND teer professional army? YES-
- MORE OR LESS -ARE JUST 44%, N0-44%, NO OPINION-
THERE. PEOPLE ARE LINED 12%. 
UP ALONG THE WALLS WAIF The second set of questions 
VICTOR VIT ALIS lNG TO GIVE SPEECHES. ON presented to those quizzed was 
EDDIEJOCASTA STAGE IS THE RINGMASTER inrelationtothe"War: " 
CHORUS OF THE SHOW - IT BEGINS.) 1. Do you think we should con-
(NOTE: This play should not be SPEAKER: "My name is tinue to pursue our present poli-
read slowly; nor should it be read Slavus Hungry, SDS, University cies in Vietnam? YES-9%, NO-
fast; but, rather, half-fast - as of Chicago. I'd like to say some- 79%, NO OPINION-12%. 
it was presented.) thing that is really bad and is 2. Would you support an es-
YES-28%, N0-60%, NO OPIN-
ION-12%. 
3. Do you think that the United 
States should gradually with-
draw from Vietnam and recog-
nize the Viet Cong? YES-51%, 
N0-37%, NO OPINION-12%. 
With regard to the " Draft, " 
those who favored the present 
selection system expressed a 
common opinion: "I'm in college 
- why worry about it?" Stu-
dents who favored a lottery-
pool seemed much more reason-
able ; they felt, generally, that 
if there is to be a conscription 
system, it should be equal. Sup-
porters of the voluntary pro-
fessional army felt that if pay 
and benefits were increased, 
there would be sufficient en-
(Continued on Page 8, Col. l) TIME: October 12, 1968 (Continued on Page 8, Col . 2) calation in the war effort? --~--------~~~~~--~~~==~~~~--
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QUESTION: Student #I, seated in cafeteria, reading copy of 
CSU COLLEGIAN: "Look what those guys are doing to the 
Administration up there - when we want some action, why 
can't we do like that and get right to the heart of the prob-
lem?" 
ANSWER: We don't need to resort to tbat sort of irresponsibility. 
Fact: Total enrollment at CSU is somewhere around 17,000, 
while at Regis, we have approximately 1250 full enrollment; 
Fact: at CSU, the Administrative offices alone occupy a build-
ing that is probably half the size of our campus; Fact: 179 CSU 
students sit in jail for drinking beer in the Student Union and 
violating, campus, city, and state ordinances - a four-man 
committee at Regis, investigating the possibilities of having 
a beer establishment on campus, (in the Student Center) report 
that they are about a week away from full enactment of their 
proposals. 
The example above is case-in-point. Granted that physical 
impediments are often a definite control on the feasibility of 
affecting action on college campuses, no institution is large 
enough to successfully absorb the desparate tactic of student 
irresponsibility, as exemplified in the last two weeks at CSU 
-nor is any community. Recognizing this fact- particularly 
in the press' perspective - I often wonder why student groups 
and their leaders go to so much trouble to accomplish nothing. 
Roland Liebert, in STUDENT CONDUCT AND SOCIAL 
F REEDOM, sets down four "specific prerequisite principles 
that should govern our (Students' ) considerations; · 
(A) First, we must affirm tbat college students are in need 
of serious, adult roles; 
(B) Secondary, we must assert the need for adult-student 
-elationships in meaningful matters, whether academic, social, 
lr very personal. 
(C) Thirdly, we must assert the need for campus community 
levelopment of appropriate standards. 
(D) Fourthly, we must assert that in matters of student 
behavior and student conduct, students have other areas of 
our society than the college with which they share responsi-
bility." 
" Adult," " society, " and "responsibility" strike me as the 
key words in Liebert's system of norms. To the public-at-large, 
particularly those who are in some way affected directly by 
the higher-educational system (i.e., parents and administrators) 
- the " society" - it appears that students at the college level, 
with all their- demonstrations and campus disorders, are as-
suming a stance that is anything but " adult" or "responsible." 
Because of this dangerous tendency to generalize, it becomes 
very difficult for any student anywhere to attempt to govern 
his own affairs. 
The fourth precept - the most important, it seems to me-
is the one tbat is ignored most frequently; the student should 
surely be aware that he is a member of the community that 
circumscribes his campus, and tbat his rights and responsi-
bilities are no different. His action on-campus as well as off 
should reflect a knowledge tbat they may affect the well-being 
of the community and the institution he represents, as well as 
himself. 
At Regis, possibly for no other reason that convenience, 
Standard Operating Procedure implies several basic pre-
requisites for getting things done: (1) A nucleus of common 
interest ; (2) Some visible support from each of the other 
members of the campus community - namely, Faculty and 
(Continued on Page 11, Col. 1) 
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iii!il More Power to Us 
Administrative officials must exercise s~me 
regulation over students and student orga~a­
tions in order to protect the name and repu~tion 
of Regis. However, regulation should. ~ot mter-
fere with the rights students have. as cittze~ and 
members of the college commuruty. Such mter-
ference confronts us presently at Regis. 
General Student Regulations, as presented in 
the Student Handbook, supply evidence of exces-
sive regulation. The section concerning news re-
leases is one case. It reads, "No student, group of 
students or students organization is to volunteer 
any story or new release to any medium of off-cam-
pus communication (new paper, TV, radio, etc.) 
without the prior approval of the Dean or Asso-
ciate Dean of Students and the Director of Public 
Information. In the case of a student organization 
the approval must first be obtained from the top 
student executive officer of the organization, and 
the faculty advisor of the organization before any 
further approval is sought." 
This regulation contrasts sharply with the 
Joint Statement on Student Rights and Freedoms. 
The section on Freedom of Expression reads, 
"Students and student organizations should be free 
to examine and to discuss all questions of interest 
to them, and to express opinions publicly and pri-
vately. They should always be free to support 
causes by orderly means which do not disrupt the 
regular and essential operation of the institution. 
At the same time, it should be made clear to the 
academic and the larger community that in their 
public expressions or demonstrations students or 
student organizations speak only for themselves." 
Concerning faculty advisors, the Joint Statement 
says, "Campus advisors may advise organizations 
in the exercise of _responsibility, but they should 
not have the authonty to control the policy of such 
organizations.' ' 
Prior approval by the Dean of Students, Direc-
tor of Public Information, and faculty advisors rep. 
resents an unjustified limitation of student rights. 
it would be far more reasonable if the Handbook 
merely provided sanctions for those who speak on 
behalf of Regis College without proper authoriza. 
tion. Students and student organizations that mere-
ly express their own opinion should not be restricted 
in any fashion. Freedom of expression is guaran-
teed us as citizens of the United States, and it is 
not subject to control by the Student Life Commit-
tee simply because we attend Re~s College. 
Obviously, some changes m student regula-
tions should be made. This presents Student Gov-
erment with an opportunity to exercise its power 
as spokesman for the student body. The General 
Assembly, our great deliber~tive body, has yet 
to offer policy recommendations to the Student 
Life Committee. It is past time that the General 
Assembly divert its attention from such momen-
tous matter as the financial report for Freshman 
Orientation and consider the regulations which the 
students must operate under. 
The General Assembly should devote itself to 
a complete consideration of the General Student 
Regulations and make revisions where it deems 
necessary. These revisions should be presented to 
the Student Life Committee for its consideration. 
Regulation of student activity is an area where 
a cooperative effort by the Administration and 
students is essential. The official agencies of 
Student Government have failed noticeably to 
make any such co-operative effort in the past. It is 
time to do something. 
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The United States is virtually men are "citizen-soldiers" in contact with the English regu-
undefended. the worst sens.e of the word; even Jars, the best soldiers in Europe, 
Our army is one of the most applying the word "soldier'' to we won nothing but glory. The 
versatile and mobile in the world these men is a mockery. Battle of New Orleans seems, at 
with a capacity to put a fully The citizen soldier is supposed- first glance, to support the mili-
equipped division almost any- ly one of our greatest strengths. tia myth, but it is to be noted 
where on short notice. But today He is supposed, at a moment's that the Kentucky and Tennessee 
our army is overextended. Out of notice, to be ready to drop his riflemen had lived their entire 
twenty-one divisions (four ar- civilian attire and spring, ready lives with a war just an arrow's 
mored, one mechanized, one air and invincible, to meet the ene- flight away and were fighting 
mobile, two airborne, nine in- my hordes. from behind a wall with weapons 
fantry, and four marine, plus an WEAK MYTH of longer range than those of the 
additional light-infantry bri- This myth is one of America's British. 
gade and an airborne brigade), great weaknesses. The record STINGY CONGRESS 
there are ten in Vietnam, two of our National Guard or Militia After the War, the Congress, 
in Korea, five in Europe, leav- is one of shame. Where it has true to the form it was now be-
ing a reserve of four divisions in succeeded, it was largely due to ginning to establish, reduced the 
this country. It is a general rule not being placed under too great army so that when the Mexican 
of warfare to have at least one a strain. War came we were again poorly 
third, or if at all possible, one- In the Revolution, they spent equipped to go to war. Fortu· 
half of available forces in re- most of their time running. In nately, . so were the Mexicans. 
serve. We are, therefore, in a fact, the whole army made a When we did finally get around 
very poor position to meet an poor showing until it was drilled to fighting , our regulars saw to 
emergency. by a German mercenary at Val- it that we did not lose a single 
In an emergency, the general ley Forge. After this, our regu- battle or skirmish. This reflects 
plan is to send in whatever force Iars made a good record for no discredit on the Mexicans, 
is required to fight a rear guard themselves, but the local militia who were simply up against a 
or delaying action until the Re- still ran. One of the few good better industrial and sea power; 
serves and the National Guard showings of the militia was at however, our "citizen-soldiers" 
can be called up. But placing any Cowpens - when they were were up to their usual standards. 
reliance at all in the Guard is placed in front of the regulars, The following excerpt from Tbe 
suicidal. It is not capable of told to fire two shots and then Fighting Man, by Jack C_oggins, 
meeting the Russians, the Chi- fall back. If someone came back says all that need be said con-
nese, the North Koreans or any- too soon he would be shot. The cerning their behavior. It _b~gins 
one else, in open battle. plan worked flawlessly and the with a quote from a participant 
British were beaten, but gun- in the war: 'Our little army was 
point training is a poor substi- rather weakened than strength-
tute for good training. ened by two regiments of volun-
Thirty-eight people jammed the Regis Field-
house to hear the candidates for Freshman Class 
office expound on their platforms. Of this civic-
minded number two were Executive Board mem-
bers in charge of the open forum and five were 
thrill seekers who carelessly wandered in and out. 
The crowd would have been smaller, but Paul Max 
managed to round up some listeners so the speak-
ers would have an audience. Several candidates 
and 90% of the class were conspicous only by 
their absence. 
or lose, pledged to work hard, sacrifice their time, 
maybe make enemies for the college we all attend. 
Like you, they want better student-faculty and day-
hop-resident relations, improved facilities, more 
cultural opportunities. They're involved people 
with their heads in the clouds and their feet flat on 
the ground. 
Mter the Revolution, we dis- teer cavalry, Colonel Yell's Ar· 
banded the entire regular force kansas and Colonel Humphrey 
except for eighty-five men and Marshall's Kentucky. The rna-
relied on the militia. The In- terial that these regiments were 
dians, however, quickly showed composed of was excellent -
us that we would need a regular none could be better - for the 
force and so a regiment was men possessed fine physics and 
formed. We continued to add to strength combined with activity, 
this force until, by the war of but they had no discipline, or 
1812, we had seven regiments. confidence in their officers .. · · 
The reason given for so small a Their impatience of all restraint 
force was that the good old mili- and egotism made them ~or~e 
tia was there for emergencies. than useless on Picket, while m 
At this time, the standard train- camp they were a perfect nui-
ing equipment at a training ses- sance. . . . Looking upon the 
~ion was a keg of beer- no guns, 'greasers' as belonging to the 
JUSt booze. same social class as their Negro 
Election day rolled around and an impressive 
67% of the eligible electorate voted. The other 
33% just couldn't make it. Eight stalwart observ-
ers tried to stem the tide of apathy at the follow-
ing meeting to the General Assembly. 
The men and women who sought office, win 
There's always a great deal of talk about re-
sponsible, mature leadership. What about respon-
aible, mature constituents? Think about this quote 
from Lifelines for Leaders, entitled "The People." 
"Xvxn though my typxwritxr is an old modxl it 
works quitx wxll xxcxpt for onx of thx kxys. It is 
trux that all thx othxr kxys work wxll xnough, but 
just onx kxy not working makxs thx diffxrxncx ... 
so thx nxxt timx you think your xfforts will not 
bx missxd, rxmxmbxr my typxwritxr." 
When we embarked on the War slaves, they plundered them and 
of 1812, we discovered that Can- ill-treated them, and outraged 
ada was not a pushover and the the women; ... they took no c~re 
militia and their civili~n com- of their arms - not one carbme 
manders showed a combined rec- in fifty would go off - and mo_st 
ord of incompetence that has of their sabres were rusted m 
seldom been equaled in military their scabbards. The shameful 
history. The regular army was (Continued on Page 9, Col. I) 
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Wallace Brings Law To Denver; 
Onlookers Leave Order Home 
Reprinted from ISU Bengal ~~~~~~~ 
By MARK ANGELOS 
Brown and Gold Assistant Editor 
According to the Secret Service 
and The Rocli:y Mountain News, 
10,000 people turned out to see 
George Wallace, but who knows? 
AU anybody can be sure of is 
that it was Friday, October 11, 
at 5:00 in the evening and there 
were fifteen decades of people 
gathering for a fourth of July 
picnic, complete with fireworks, 
in front of the Colorado state 
Capitol. 
"You anarchists had better have your day, because after Novem-
berS, you're through in this country." 
-GEORGE CORLEY WALLACE 
It was a warm day, autumn in 
the leaves and in the crowd. 
"Look at all the cops." "What 
did you say?" "I said look at all 
the cops." "What did you say?" 
"I said look at all the cops." 
"What did you say?" There were 
a lot of them, but there were 
more people in the crowd. There 
was a big black statue in front 
of the capitol building, wearing 
a helmet and holding a gun 
pointed downhill. Some students 
climbed up on the statue with 
anti-Wallace signs and one hit 
his head on the butt of the gun. 
"Wallace Is Rosemary's Baby," 
"Intelligence vs. Wallace," their 
signs read. But some people 
didn't like it. "Register with 
your draft boards, you commies." 
Stud~nt Sees· New Era 
Dear Editor, 
With the advent of the new con-
stitution there comes a new life 
and purpose to student govern-
ment at Regis. The time is grow-
ing short when a wild Ranger 
Day and a traditional Freshman 
Orientation remain the prin-
ciple criteria of a successful 
Executive Board. It should be 
realized that these activities 
are a matter of course and have 
been competently handled for 
years by innumerable Exec. 
Boards. It is time to examine 
the new direction that student 
government must take. 
ratios, pass-fail systems, lan-
guage lab credits, cut systems, 
etc. The possibilities are limit-
less. A new direction will make 
them possible. 
Sincerely, 
James Starkey 
Spirit Lag Criticized 
(EDITOR'S NOTE: The following "threat" was abandoned in the 
night by some strange female, who -evidently -wishes to remain 
anonymous. Rumor has it that it was the "Dark Lady of the Sonnets," 
however.) 
Did you ever observe something you knew was wrong and you 
wanted to change the situation? After the recent performance of the 
3-0ne Act Plays, the cleaning up began, and who loaded the chairs 
into trucks, swept the stage, put away the props ... the cast with a 
handful of sta~e crew. This took approximately one and a half hours. 
In a college of our size where is the school spirit? 
The promotion of a theatre at Regis is in the making, and it is a 
hope in the hearts of many dramatic students that it will become a 
reality. What is needed are some volunteers with a little muscle, 
willing to be a part of the clean up crew so it will not take long. This 
is the only school play where I have seen the cast putting away the 
props, etc. and it aroused my curiosity. Is Regis lacking in school 
spirit, disinterested in the theatre or do the students just need a little 
nudge to get going? 
How about signing up for the next performance to be given in 
November? You'll find it to be a rewarding experience and acquaint 
you with another phase of our college activities. 
"Kill a man, you cowards." 
"These are some of the folks 
that make it impossible for you 
to walk the streets in safety." 
A policeman came and chased 
them away but they left their 
signs in the crotch of the statue's 
elbow. 
Welcome to the Wallace Rally 
- a big black statue with a gun 
pointed towards the Denver 
Public Library, holding an "In-
telligence vs. Wallace" sign. 
There was a band to entertain 
the crowd with country and 
western music and the star of 
the show, Lisa Taylor (her sister 
Mona is the other half of the 
act), s~ng ' 'When the Saints 
Go Marchin' In." A man donated 
three hours wages to the cam-
paign because he had fought for 
his country and worked all his 
life for a little peace and now 
the politicians in Washington 
and the blacks on the other side 
of town were ruining everything 
he had worked for. "If you liked 
Hitler, you'll love Wallace." 
But what has that got to do with 
it? A young black girl yelled 
something that was lost in the 
noise, but some of the Wallace 
supporters heard it. "What're 
you doin' on halloween?" "Go 
back to the projects!" 
"One of the first things I'll 
ask Congress to do is to give you 
back the sale of your property -
to repeal the so-called open-
occupancy Jaw." 
The lead singer of the band 
asked everyone who would stand 
up for America to raise their 
hands, and the Wallace support-
ers raised their arms high. They 
waved their signs, "Register 
Communists, Not Firearms," 
"Support Your Local Police," 
"No Trade With Communists," 
"Law and Order." They joined 
together and sang "God Bless 
America" with voices that once 
sang "Happy Days Are Here 
Again." 
Students chanted ''God Bless 
America, God Damn Wallace," 
and waved their signs: "Hitler 
Is Alive and Well in Alabama," 
"Wallace For a Mentally Sick 
American," "Welcome R a c e 
Fans," "Wallace- Best Reason 
For a Literacy Test," and George 
finally appeared, touching off the 
loudest demonstration of the day. 
"We Want - Sieg Heil - Love 
America - Sieg Heil- Wallace 
We Love- Sieg Heil- We Want 
Wallace - Sieg Heil- We Love 
America- Sieg Heil." 
"You anarchists had better 
have your day now because after 
November 5, you're through in 
this country!" 
He gave his usual speech and 
the hecklers yelled a little louder. 
Wallace tried to out shout them 
until someone threw a tomato 
which fell far short of the podium. 
"Go ahead and throw another 
rock. This is what we have to put 
up with and this is why we're 
going to win on November 5." 
During the speech a high school 
boy climbed up on the big black 
statue with the gun and tore 
down the anti-Wallace signs and 
put a black and orange Wallace 
sticker on the base of the statue. 
The crowd cheered; the statue 
didn't move. 
Wallace left finally, complain-
ing about the hospitality of the 
Mile-Hi City, but everyone else 
stayed. Some of his supporters 
congratulated each other while 
the demonstrators formed a line 
and marched around the capitol 
building carrying their signs. 
Now it was their turn to sing 
"God Bless America" which 
took them three-fourths of the 
way around the building. 
''If you vote for me on Novem-
ber 5, I'll guarantee you we're 
goint to stop this kind of non-
sense." 
They surrounded two buses of 
Wallace supporters from CU but 
(Continued on Page 9, Col. 1) 
The new constitution will bring 
to light the capabilities of the 
General Assembly, whose powers 
have remained an enigma to the 
majority of the 11tudent body. 
Jack McCullough's eUort, de-
signed to facilitate the eUective 
functioning of the G.A., emerges 
as a much-waited for condensa-
tion and clarification of the 
previous document. The Di-
rectors will be divided into more 
realistic and productive cate-
gories. AU the officers will head 
specific committees, enabling 
them to perform effectively all 
year. LAB DIRECTOR FINDS FALLACIES OF OWN 
Dear Mike, It is time for student govern-
ment, incumbents and aspirants, 
to strive for a new direction in 
leadership. It is time to explore 
the problems of student/teacher 
Nothing was offered to you 
on faith. The rules of the Modern 
Language Department are 
neither the Ten Commandments 
-nor the Declaration of Inde-
pendence. If you had cared 
enough to speak to any of the 
instructors or with the Acting 
Chairman, you would have found 
!'200 
C) 
That's supper-
Take the loaf, who's going to _take your load 
off? Can beer take it off for Brenda, take the medals 
off the athlete (he'll be lighter)? Give a philosophy 
teacher a view of the street and his weight will 
increase. Throw water on the bunsen burner, bury 
the slide rule and bring the frog back to life- just 
once - for ~ne moment let us not take fixable so 
personaL I dreamed of Stephen F. Foster and 
Freud, of whom did you dream? 
PROLOGUE 
KITTY: "Should we sign it?" 
TALMADGE: "Well okay. Well, I don't know. 
. - · KITTY: " Let's. 'Cause then everyone will know 
we're involved." 
TALMADGE: "OH, YEAH THEN WE MUST; 
Hooray, we're involved." 1 , KITTY: "Geez, it's great we're somebody,,too. 
TALMADGE: "Let me use your pen, I II be 
first" 
KITTY: "Oh, okay, let ~e ~et one (LOOKS 
THROUGH PURSE). I cant fmd one; I left 
it in the Snack Bar." 
TALMADGE: "Oh well that's okay I didn't 
want to get involved anyways. '' 
KITTY: "Yeah, me neither.' ' 
EXEUNT . 
Reno must have cared that night, for hidden 
deep beneath the frosting were the flowers but only 
in solace did he present them to h_er -d soh car;:St!1J 
did he place them in her small gnp an . s e s the ' 
and she cared, too. So caringly arm m arm Y 
left. The following Wednesday afternoon, Reno 
found himself walking the academic tightrope 
and not caring for this or that, then. Bring this to 
our immaculate laboratories and pin it and make 
your incision, confer with the proper and measure 
it and compare it. The only sound left, willed by 
the arrow in the nocturnal concerto, is Reno's Mona. 
the arrow in the nocturnal• concerto, is Reno's 
Mona. 
Oh, and Jack made us laugh; so did Gleason, 
once. 
May we bowl 300 for everybody on November 
9, the Irish Jig will commence, Earl will rack 
'em, and the clock will chime for joy. _ 
The library is mere architecture, not necessanly 
knowledge or literature. Eliz and Bill Dayton would 
have wanted it that way. But did the monks of 
yesteryear want their epitaphs garnishing the 
campus? 
Work and play, play and work somehow; some 
way must coincidentally fit to be properly jammed 
into the eight-to-five daily. Biologically speak-
ing - rhetorically insinuating - these the es-
sence of our test tubes, we are watching the falling 
light bulbs; can a transcendental radio overtake 
the WASPS? Moby the Other, Victorian altruists, 
Belgian virgins, Slavs, politicians, commies, and 
the Spanish-speaking radiators all placing a piano 
in the Alps. 
Louie, James, 
George. 
LeRoi, 
Cried the rain men 
Cried the reign men 
Cried the kings men 
Midas, Budweiser, and 
yourself better informed, and 
could have written an article 
both more accurate and with 
a new approach. Alas, this 
was not the case, and I am sad 
"' 
-ANDY MASON 
Mme. CHARLOTTE DONSKY 
to say, your article did not 
create any deep under-cur-
rent soul searching. Your facts, 
very impressive, are not quite 
as stated. Make no mistake, 
I did not say false: but there 
is a lot more to them than meets 
the eye. I was aware of them, 
none are new to me, and I 
had already discussed about 
most of,them with some of your 
co-students who take the trouble 
to cross the threshold of my of-
fice. 
So, now let's view the facts 
from a different angle, in fact, 
from the other side of the fence; 
but before I start pleading pro 
domo sua, I would like to inter-
ject a slightly personal re-
mark. You mention the lab 
sessions and qualify them as 
gruelling, locally (where? . 
the softer· parf of your back?), 
and unbeneficial. I gather this 
statement is based on your very 
own experience, and I have 
never promised that lab session 
would be a cinch. You did not 
search around for converts to 
my cause; there are some, you 
know, and if you cared to, I 
could arrange for you to meet 
them. But enough of the per-
sonal or the catty, this was not 
what you intended to do, you are 
an honorable, straight-forward 
no nonsense man, and have a 
right to your opinions. 
The lab credit hours that you 
present, either are nil for 
calculating credits toward grad-
uation, or they are actually 
part of the number of credit-
hours of the course, no school 
that I know of, will post credits 
on 1/ 3, l /2 or l /4 basis, except 
when converting. 
a} They are nil when they do 
not represent a supervised 
language lab attendance with 
a qualified instructor in charge. 
Any college ; or University 
worth its salt will not accept 
the tranfer or lab credits if they 
represent individual study. 
North Central does not make 
any allowance for that. 
b) There is another problem, 
to become a bona fide "post-
able'" credit, the work in the 
lab has to be graded: pronun-
ciation, enunciation, flow, 
speed of response, correct use 
of idioms, tout y passe. There 
would have to be attendance 
roll calls, at least one to two 
grades a week for each ses-
( Continued on Page 10, Col. 1) 
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Discussion Scores 
Encyclical, Furor 
By DAVE LOPEZ 
Brown and Gold Reporter 
No modern encyclical has 
raised such a furor as "Humanae 
Vitae." Sunday night, October 
20, in the President's Lounge, 
a group of students and faculty 
members made their own effort 
to add to the enlightenment or 
confusion. 
A sizeable number of people, 
which - in itself ~ an event for 
this campus - came to partici-
pate in a discussion of the recent 
encyclical, "Humanae Vitae." 
The discussion began with the 
historical background of the 
Pope's Committee on the "pill," 
which was given by Father 
Thomas Rauch, S.J., Professor 
James Oleszewski, S.J., the 
campus chaplain. Father Thomas 
Rauch, S.J., Professor of Theol-
ogy, then gave a guided, high-
lighted tour through the en-
SpaceFairTopS 
cyclical. In the final segment 
of the introduction, Father Harry 
R. Klocker, S.J., Professor of 
Philosophy and Academic Dean, 
presented the problems of the 
encyclical and the common 
problems that have resulted. 
For a while, it seemed that 
the open forum would become a 
philosophical wasteland as the 
faculty members present tended 
to show an interest in arguing 
among themselves. Fortunately, 
a radical student indicated that 
the discussion seemed to be over 
the heads of most of the ''under-
educated" present; the lecture 
was then transformed into a 
meaningful dialogue. 
The main problem with the 
presentation was that the prob-
lems and objections of the en-
cyclical itself were not explained 
adequately and, consequently, 
easily laid aside. It must be 
said, however, that such forums 
are a much-needed addition to 
the Regis scene, and should be 
increased in number. · 
TWIST AND SHOUT 
Two love 'hildren in,ognito - Vi' At,hity and Allison Williams - represented 
the doss and 'ulture of days gone by at the "Di'k Clark Experien(e," Ci 1950's re,orcL 
hop sponsored by the Junior Class last week. Incidentally, the idiots above won $5.00 
for their nerve. 
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'llers Hawk 
Discs, Shoot 
For Uniforms 
By FRANK CRONAN 
Brown and Gold Reporter 
The '77 Club will sponsor a 
record album sale at the Student 
Center Lobby on Monday , Octo-
ber 28. 200 albums will be on the 
block and they ordinarily sell 
for $4.98, but will be sacrificed 
for just $1.98, with the proceeds 
going for the girls' pep club uni-
forms. 
The albums vary from contem-
porary, to jazz, to classical mu-
sic. There are many different 
artists to choose from and a wide 
variety of sounds. Some of the 
artists include James Brown 
Ki_ngsmen, Johnny Mathis , Roge; 
Miller, Monkees, New Christy 
Minstrels, Boots Randolph 
Roger Williams, and Andy Wil~ 
Iiams. 
Bob Branand, president of 
the club, remarked, "If the rec-
ord sales are good here, we will 
order 200 more copies to be sold at 
Loretto Heights." 
PXEAgenda . On November 14, the .Alumni 
Association and the Science 
Society will co-host the First 
Annual Regis College Caree,r 
Days. 
of good potential that should in-
terest all students. The program 
will begin around 4: 15, and con-
tinue through the evening. 
AKY Plans Tours, Coronation 
By BETTY LOSINSKI 
Brown and Gold Reporter 
Rho Chi Sigma fraternity, which 
recently sponsored the all-school 
Car Rally is now in the midst of 
its fall pledging. This semester 
the fraternity has two pledges: 
Chuck Peterlin and Jim David-
son, who are going through their 
six-to-eight-week initiation per-
iod, which will end in Hell Day. 
Prominent alumni of Regis 
College are scheduled to speak 
and conduct informal discus-
sions or upon their particular oc-
cupations. Eight discussions 
will be held simultaneously, 
representing distributed fields 
In the past, the Career Days 
concept has proved to be in-
formative and helpful to all 
students, whether freshman or 
senior. Details regarding the 
subject areas, the personalities 
representing them, and the time-
table will be available soon. 
The science fraternity is now 
hard at work on their major I • h E t o h 
project of the year; a "Space r_l 5 scor rp a ns 
Fair" to be held here on the 
Regis campus from March 13-16 The Irish Regis Association last Thursday. Junior Gerry 
(alternate date April 10-13). will host an open party this Stokes, the interim President, 
The fair has been named the Friday night, following the an- was chosen as official head -
Aerospace Exposition, and will nual Alhpa Delta Gamma-spon- while Steve Adams assumed his 
be open for the general public. so red Halloween Dance. The new role as Vice-President. 
Domenick Bausano, chairman site for the fest is as yet un- The junior stranglehold was 
of the Space Fair committee, named; however, anyone wishing completed as Jim Bigelow was 
and the Brothers have dedicated to attend should contact Presi- elected Secretary-Treasurer . . 
THOMAS S. MANNING 
Brown and Gold Reporter 
This year, Alpha Kappa Psi, 
in conjunction with the Eco-
nomic and Business departments, 
will sponsor a number of tours 
which will be open to t!ie school. 
These tours include lectures from 
many of the more successful busi-
nessmen around the Denver a-rt!a. 
The first guided tour will be 
held late Tuesday afternoon, 
October 29, at United Air Lines. 
Other tours, one with Douglas 
Aircraft and a Stock Exchange 
tour -explaining the market-are 
scheduled later on in the semest-
er. Advance notices will be post-
ed and rides may be obtained 
from any member. 
A party, held at the May-
flower Hotel last Saturday night, 
honored George Coyne and Deb-
bie Kullman; Mike Ward and 
Mary Kay Beeby; and Tom 
Manning and Lysbeth Dale for 
being pinned. 
The Coronation Ball, one of 
Regis' biggest early winter 
events, is sponsored by AKY. 
The date of the ball is set 
for December 6th and it will 
feature young beauties from 
four schools representing nu· 
merous organizations on cam· 
pus. One of the women vying for 
the crown will become Queen of 
Regis. 
As it now stands, the AKY 
intramural football team has a 
record of 4-1, whose only de-
feat came at the hands of the 
Machine. Prospects for remain· 
ing unbeaten for the remainder 
of the campaign look good. 
themselves to this project in dent Gerry Stokes, 008 DeSmet. 
order to bring to Regis and the As in tbe past, tbe Irish will 
Denver area up-to-date exhibits hold its annual Hallowe'en Or-
showing how science and indus- phan's Party - this year with Italians to Entertain at Ridge 
try are working together in the the added assistance of the By JIM GRISIER 
aerospace field. The brothers Denver Club. Members will es-
have Wrl.tten over 100 1·nvi·ta- Brown and Gold Reporter cort the children through the 
tions to various industries and North Side area of the City, The Italian Club is pushing 
organizations, such as the Na- seeking tricks 'n treats. for another victory this year as 
tiona! Aeronautics and Space The club has also disclosed the time for electing the Regis 
Administration Manned Space- the resu}ts of the election held College Queen draws near. Last 
craft Center, for exhibits for ~uuuuuc:ruo:-.""n.~• year their candidate, Marti Mull, 
the exposition. RUGBY SCHEDULE captured the throne. They are 
In the spring of 1967, the fra- Regis vs. Denver U., Congress doing their best to claim victory 
ternity produced and directed Parek for the club again. 
a Medical Fair which drew large Regis vs. Air Force Academy, It is the job of committee chair-
crowds and was publicly and aca- Congress Park man, Tom Manning, to select a 
demically successful. This year Regis vs. Colorado College, At number of qualified girls to be-
the Brothers, with the full coop- CC come candidates for the club. 
eration of the administration, Regis vs. the Denver Highlands, "Our aim is to find girls who fall 
feel that they will produce an Regis vs. Colorado School of into the mainstream of what the 
even better space fair. Mines, at "Mines." Italian club stands for," quotes 
SIGER PLANS SEASON OUTINGS 
By JOE WENGER at this time. first m o vi e revealed Albert 
~rown and Gold Reporter La~t week's . Siger Ski Club Head's process of building skis. 
" With, the recent, relative~y meetmg expenenced an even The other was just of sheer en-
l~rge snow ~ails, the Re~ps larger gr~up than ever before. joyment and utter longing to 
skiers are obviOusly suffenng The meetmg featured a Head join the experts on the slopes 
from that strange _disease which Ski Company R;epres~ntative The Head Representativ~ rat-
plagues the true skier every year who showed two sk1 moVIes. The fled off chances for a free pair 
of Head Competition skis. The 
winner_s we r e Bill Murray, 
Paul_ Sicard, John Steuben, Brian 
Thunnger. These four now have 
a chance to win the skis at the 
main drawing held the week be-
fore Thanksgiving. 
The next ski club meeting will 
be held the first week of Novem-
ber. That meeting will feature 
a representative from Andel's 
Pro Ski Shop. Door prizes will be 
awarded and season rentals ac-
quired at a discount. 
THE MISSES CLEAN 
. Ski Club president, Tom Flynn, 
IS really looking hard already 
for this year's ski club candidate 
for "Queen of Regis College." 
Tom says, "The last two years 
we have had the most beautiful 
voluptuous girls from C. U., and 
B&GPHOTOBYSHUMAKER thiS SChOOl just WOn't vote for 
them. I just don't understand it'" 
Obviously these girls are ha~d 
picked by Tom, so look closely 
at this year's ski club candidate 
before you vote. -
The Pep Club, in 'onjunmon with LoreHo Heights and the '77 Club, sponsored a 
(Or wash last Sunday in the lower parking lot. Intended to raise funds for new uniforms, 
the event sow more drenched bodies than (Ors. The ladies above are (1. to r.) Ali(e 
Bell, Kathy Moore, Debbie Myers, and Mary Beth Theisen. 
lt I l ... .a.hl. fl fiJ 1 1lt tl ll l U .. i lllllt-IIJII.Ilf111111• r u ll lt fi t tll ll l U lllfl f I I }_ ... -
Steve Beardsley, club president. 
The club is planning a "cham-
pagne party" for candidates 
and club members. Candidates 
will be quizzed on their views 
and attitudes on many topics. 
Members will then vote and the 
winner will be submitted to run 
in the Queen Contest. 
Each club and organization 
nominates a girl to run for Queen. 
She is elected by vote of the en-
tire student body and crowned 
at the Coronation Ball. 
At the last meeting on Octo-
ber 11, club members were asked 
for suggestions concerning com-
munity projects that they could 
concern themselves with. Last 
year the club adopted a Denver 
family and helped them out mo-
netarily with food and clothing. 
Nothing definite was concluded 
at this meeting. -
On Oct. 26, the Italians will 
sponsor a party at Ridge Home 
for Mentally Retarded Children. 
The guys will play games with 
the kids while the girls serve. 
The party is open to anyone who 
wishes to come. There will be 
'Songsters· 
Denied In 
Credit Plea 
BY MIKE GRISKE 
Regisongsters' President 
The Regisongsters' appeal for 
academic credit was denied at 
the Tuesday, October 15 meet-
ing of the Educational Policies 
Committee. The committee clear-
ly voiced a once-and-for-all 
refusal to the glee club and de-
fined the ~ongsters as simply an 
extra-curncular activity. 
The Songsters have scheduled 
several concerts for early De-
cember, including a campus per-
formance on Sunday, Decem-
berS. 
a party at some later date for all 
those who help out at Ridge. In· 
terested? Report to the club 
meeting on Friday, Oct. 25, at 
12:30 in room 201 of the Student 
renter. 
On the 7th of next month tbe 
club is sponsoring a free folk 
concert in the science amphi· 
theater. It will be open to all 
and free refreshments will be 
served. T.he Denver Folklore 
Center will present a few acts. 
Delts Host 
Friday Fete 
By BOB McCORMICK 
Brown and Gold Reporter 
One of the major social events 
of the year is on tap for October 
25. It is the annual Halloween 
Ball, sponsored by the Alpha 
Delta Gamma Fraternity. This 
costume dance will be held at 
the Ramada Inn, 455 South Col· 
orado Blvd. in the lower ball· 
room, beginning at 8:30 pm. 
ADG will sponsor a queen con-
test with candidates from var· 
ious' Denver firms and businesses 
competing. The queen will be_ an· 
nounced at the dance on Fnday 
night. 
On Halloween night, the broth· 
ers of Alpha Delta Gamma plan 
to take children from a l.oc~! 
orphanage out "trick or tr~ating 
in the surrounding neighbor-
hood. A party is schedule~ after· 
wards to climax the evenmg for 
the orphans. In regard to pledg-
ing, nine out of the 1~ that 
initially indicated a desire .to 
pledge the fraternity still r~mam. 
It is expected that they will be-
come actives in the next few 
weeks. Alpha Delta Gamma mem~ 
bers are also proud to a~noun_c 
that their president, ErJC HJ~­
bison, will represent both RegJs 
and the fraternity in the ~ollege 
Bowl to be televised nationally 
on N~vember9. 
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Booters SlumpAgain; 
Drop 4th to Cadets 
By MARK ANGELOS 
Th R . Brown and Gold Assistant Editor 
Minerse at ef.;o ~ngers head into Sunday's contest with the Colorado 
them with a 3-4 ~~n hfipes ofdsnapping a string of losses that has left 
Af era recor and a 1-4 league mark 
. ter an impressive opening ------·--------
WID over those same Miners 6-2 team, one of the kicker 's best 
the boot~rs have sunk into a 'mid: homes for victory over a con-
seas~n sump that seems to be be- sis tent league contender, posted 
commg an annual tradition here a 4-0 win as the Ranger attack 
at Regis. ?n defense, the Rang- crumbled continually under its 
ers rate high among their Con- own weight and lack of con-
ference competitors· however tinuity. 
lack of unity and a st;ong passing A glimpse of what could be done 
and ball-control offense has been with work was seen against a 
a constant plague to soccer for- definitely superior Colorado Uni-
tunes at Regis. versity eleven. The Buffs had to 
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IRA Ruggers 
To Battle with 
DU Sun. Here 
By JOHN BENZ 
Brown and Gold Reporter 
This Sunday marks another 
first for the Irish Regis Asso-
ciation, as the Green and Gold 
of the I.R.A .-sponsored rugby 
club makes its debut as it com-
petes against Denver Univer-
sity. 
The match will begin at 1:30, 
October 27, and is tentatively 
scheduled to be played at Con-
gress Park , located at 16th and 
Josephine. Following the con-
test, the ruggers and the Irish 
B&G PHOTO BY SHUMAKlR Loretto Association Will repair 
The Rangers added to their resort to hard-bitten, "hold-the-
misery last Wednesday on the line" play in the face of the DOWN AGAIN 
to FH-5 to enjoy beer donated 
by the I. L.A. 
home pitch, being dealt a defeat Ranger tenacity and pressuring . . . is Ranger goalie Pete Benoist and, symbolically, Regis Soccer fortunes. 
by a strong Air Force eleven 3-1 ability - both of which were be- The kickers have now lost four in a row, due to the lock of an organized 
To offset the $450 expense 
incurred by the acquisition of 
new uniforms, the players them-
- selves have surrendered $300. 
Strong defense on the parts of trayed by the 10-2 final. passing attock. 
Kelly Fisher, Terry Kraemer 
and Heinz Weissbeck- a tempo~ Wet Gridiron 
rary transplant from center half- 8 EEFEATERS, MACH IN E TOP back- kept Regis on equal terms 
but the offensive tone was set 
when goalie Pete Benoist let 
The remaining $170 is being 
I M paid for by the General Assem-. S bly- $50 for operating expenses; $45, from the club Treasury ; and 
a $75 contribution from the I.L.A. 
1968 RANGER RUGBY 
SQUAD 
t~e first Cadet goal slip out of 
his hands and dribble by. 
. Colorado College blew by Re-
gis, 7-1, by capitalizing upon the 
~ngers' disorganization. Marty 
Ribato, fleet outside left, headed 
the withering attack with the 
sole tally. 
By DENNIS CLARKE 
Brown and Gold Reporter 
Autumn is about at its end, and 
so is Intramural football at Regis. 
Despfte a scheduie that has· 
been hard to keep, teams that 
could not play "because it was 
wet and cold' ' and - more re-
centy - an erratic sprinkler sy-
stem, intramural football should 
move into playoffs within the 
week. THE BEAM TEAM was 
winning a game over Denver 
Club, 14-8 until the ground 
crew turned on the sprinklers 
around the middle of the second 
half. A make-up sudden-death 
from the total of plays remain-
ing will be scheduled soon. 
A mediocre Denver University As of last Monday, league 
CLEARING THE 80 A R D S***• **** * * * * ********** 
The Gold Calf 
Undoubtedly, the 1968 Summer Olympics in 
Mexico City will be remembered for the inordi-
nate amount of world records which were broken 
"in' various events,'· the most spectacular records 
crumbling in the "showcase" sport of track and 
field. Apparently, the only way to win a gold medal 
in track and field at this Olympiad was to set a 
world record. Bob Beamon jumped 29'2" which put 
him half way to Brigham Young University, Lee 
Evans ran the 400 meters in a record time of 43.8 
seconds, followed by Larry James who also broke 
the world record as a second-place finisher. Jim 
Hines must have had a JATO pack on his back to 
run a 9.9 in the 100 meter dash. But there were 
other performances no so noteworthy; Randy Mat-
son won the shot put but only three a meager (for 
him) 67'-plus; Jay Silvester, who holds the pend-
ing world record of more than 224' in the discus fin-
ished a disappointing fifth in that event, which was 
won by the grand old man of the games- who can 
be seen wearing gold every four years- Al Oerter. 
The biggest disappointment of all had to be Jim 
Ryun's loss in the 1500 meters. Ryun hit the nail 
on the head when he was quoted saying before the 
games "I think I shouldn't be such an overwhelm-
ing favorite. People who have been around for a 
while should at least understand that it hasn't 
been a very healthy year for me and they shouldn't 
pick me as the favorite." . 
A tremendous outlay of money by the Mexican 
government to make this Olympics a smashing 
success along with the many brilliant record-
shatteri~g performances of the athletes, couldn't 
overcome the fact that the games were played 
out against a background of strife that eve? crept 
into the Olympics themselves. The worldwide un-
rest of the current student generation finally ar-
rived in Mexico at the same time the Olympic games 
were scheduled to begin. Although these,_ disturb-
ances did not hamper the Games there was also 
unrest in the idyllic setting of the games, parallel-
ing that in the streets and University of Mexico 
City. . 
Although it may be hard to fmd a_ parallel 
between the trouble caused by the Mexican stu-
dents and the action of Tommy Smith and John 
Carlos, the parallel is t?ere. F_or anyone who isn't 
aware of the action which Smith and Carlos were 
involved in a brief recap is in order. As soon as 
the 200-met~r dash was concluding with ~mith win-
ning and Carlos finishing third,_ the first t~ree 
athletes ascended the victory podmm and received 
the adulation of the spectators p~e~ent. Instead_ of 
assuming the normal victory posit_wn o~ attention 
to the national anthem of the VIctors country, 
Smith and Carlos each thrust one black-gloved 
hand defiantly into the air and maintained that 
position throughout the playing_ of the .star Spangled 
Banner. As a result of this actwn Smith and Carlos 
were kicked off the U.S. Olympic team and told to 
leave the country within two days. This penalty 
was carried out under strong pressure fro!ll ~he 
Olympic Committee, which th~eatened _to dismiss 
the entire United States OlympiC team If a proper 
apology wasn't forthcoming- along with a proper 
penalty invoked against Smith and Carlos. To abet 
a greater furor, the U.S. Olympic committee simply 
dismissed Smith and Carlos. 
. It's easy to say Smith and Carlos were wrong 
in their defiant gesture and that they should be 
punished but they do have rights as human beings. 
The Olympics are supposedly the symbol of the 
brotherhood of men or so the men who run the show 
would have you believe. So when you stop to really 
think about it what did Tommy Smith and John 
Carlos do that was so intrinsically wrong? If two 
white runners had made the same gesture it would 
have been looked upon as merely a victory sign. 
Neither of the runners boycotted the Games a la 
the plans of Professor Harry Edwards. They both 
could have skipped the games altogether -which 
would probably have deprived the United States 
of two additional medals- but they ran and won. 
Perhaps the Olympic Games are-not the place 
for a display of defiance even if it is meant as a 
sign of the unity of a race of people. But if the 
Olympics truly stand for the lofty ideals they 
are so proud of, where else but at these games 
should a display of unity be evident? Tommy 
Smith and John Carlos are in search of that same 
elusive drean the Mexican students are pursuing 
even if it doesn't have the same ' connotations for 
both. Freedom motivates the students in Mexico 
City and it motivates the American Negro athlete. 
Who else but the athlete is going to lead · the 
Negro people? The athlete is the one who has 
the big name and a modicum of recognition from 
the white majority. One difference: this new gen-
eration of athletes is not a carbon copy of the old, 
which was willing to mold itself in the image 
the white community wanted it to have. As soon 
as the majority of the white people wake up and 
realize that the Negro is not going to settle for his 
past role as a second-class citizen, an entirely new 
world of mutual trust, respect, and understand-
ing will be possible in the United States. 
As a result of their "disregard" of the spirit 
of the Games it would be safe to say Smith and 
Carlos are now considered, by a large number of 
people, to be dumb, irresponsible ingrates who 
wasted the money of American citizens just to 
show their defiance. It is not going to be easy to 
overlook their actions as lightly as that however. 
Both Smith and Carlos are extremely serious and 
dedicated young men who are in search of their 
version of Camelot. When the American people 
realize that the past is not going to be good enough 
for a guideline in the future many of the current 
social ills on the American scene will be cured. 
Just because a man has his hair longer than is 
acceptable, or he comes from a different back-
ground which may not be ~ocia_lly equitable with 
the norm is no reason to wnte him off as a worth-
less creature who is incapable of being treated as 
a human being. 
A fitting epitaph for the American scene as it 
appears today, unfortunate as that epitaph may 
be, is a paraphrase from "The Eve of Destruction" 
sung by Barry McGuire in 1966; "You may leave 
here for eleven days in space but when you re-
turn it's the same old place." 
standings were: 
A LEAGUE 
Beefeaters 
Denver Club 
Case 
Beam Team 
ADG 
Wolverines 
Blues 
Annie Fannie 
BLEAGUE 
Machine 
AKY 
Crank 
Denver Club-B 
PXE 
Luftwaffe 
S-0 
3-1 
S-2 
2-2 
3-3 
1-3 
2-S 
0-4 
S-0 
4-1 
3-1 
1-2 
3-3 
1-3 
From the standings, it is ob-
vious that the Beefeaters and 
the Machine are looking very 
:;trong. The Machine have al-
ready passed the meat of its 
schedule, so they could finish 
undefeated. The number two 
and three solts in the B League 
should be filled by AKY and the 
Crank. In the "A" Division the 
Beefeaters have yet to meet the 
Denver Club to determine the 
outcome of that race; if the 
'Eaters win, they will wrap 
up first place undisputedly; 
however , there will be quite a 
melee for second and third. 
· With the schedule revamped 
because of weather and other-
wise, a good deal of football still 
remains to be played - a lot of 
which may change the current 
standings measurably. 
Pete Williams 
Mike Chamicki 
Dave Murphy 
Mike McFadden 
Randy Waesche 
Phil Casella 
Dominick Bausano 
Tony Rottino 
Bill McCormick 
Bob McCormick 
Bill Hart 
John Snook 
Mike O'Hara 
Ed Scott 
Jim Bigelow 
AI Flanegan 
Bill Cramer 
John Fitzpatrick 
Steve Wilsen 
Frank Wilsen 
Frank O'Neill 
Denny Hellman 
Gerry Stokes, coach 
Varsity baseball coach Joe 
Pignatielo wishes to again re-
mind the student body about 
the raffle the team is holding to 
earn money: 
Where to get tickets : 
From any baseball player or 
at the Athletic Office. 
Length of time the raffle will 
run: Until October 31st. 
Price oftickets: .10 
Prizes: 
An 18" RCA · 
set; $25 U.S. 
CONVOY 
B&G PHOTO IY UAHY 
Jim McCaHrey, Tom Nikolai, and Chuck Kier escort Joe Canepa around end during 
the recent Beefeaters-Beam Team Intramural contest, while Nick Atchity moves up to 
open negotiations. The Beefeaters notched a lHI win, to match their won-loss record. 
E&J 
Self Service 
Laundry 
18 min. wash 
10 min. dry 
''Across from Regis'' 
Page& BROWN AND GOLD 
~eet the Ranqe~~ 
TERRY MATTHEWS 
Left Halfback 
Height: 6' 
Weight: 168 
Year: Senior 
Experience: Junior Varsity 1 yr. 
Varsity 1 yr. 
Attitude: 
"We're in good shape and ready to run 
this year; our chances look really good -
but our performance depends on our ability 
to move the ball and score quickly." 
Lead to Shootout 
By IRVIN ABELL 
Brown and Gold Sports Writer 
JOHN KENNY 
Center Halfback 
Height: 6' 
Weight: 205 
Year: Senior 
Experience: Junior Varsity 1 yr. 
Attitude: 
"We're going to win this year, if the stu-
dents wiii come out and help us." 
B&G PHOTO BY ELMORE 
KELLY FISHER 
Fullback 
Height: 6'0" 
Weight: 170 
Year: Junior 
Experience: 3 years of soccer play at Rock· 
hurst High School. 
Attitude: 
"The only thing lacking on the team is 
the spirit, we have the ta_lent." 
Incidents Spark ND Conflict 
By RANDY ROTH they appre~ended a suspect who 
Brown and Gold Managing Editor reportedly IS a student at North 
Most of the Regis student body is probably aware of the shooting Denver Hi~h. . 
incident that occurred Friday, October 11, in the DeSmet parking lot. Fr. Houl~han repor~ed t_ha~ th1s 
Unfortunately, the exact facts concerning the gunfire and the events was the f1rst shootmg wc1dent 
which led up to that incident have, up to now, eluded the student to o~cur since he's been here at 
body. In the following article, I hope to clarify the entire sequence Re~1s. He stated that the Denver 
of events as well as possible. The information contained herein, is Pollee D~partment have p~ac~d 
the result of a number of personal interviews with the students in- more officers around Reg1s Ill 
volved, statements from the Denver Police Department, and a brief hopes of preventing any future 
talk with Father Robert Houlihan, S.J., Dean of Students. trouble. The police have been 
The present unrest apparently instructed to take any trouble-
began on September 5. At ap- a pickup truck stopped a Regis makers into custody, regardless 
proximately 12:00 p.m. that student and demanded his wal- of whether they're from Regis or 
October 25, 1968 
Regis Bolsters Program 
For Conference Debut 
By RAY REED 
Brown and Gold Sports Writer 
This reporter interviewed Mr. Lou Kellogg, Regis' Athletic Di· 
rector recently about Regis College's participation in the Rock) 
Moun~in Athletic Conference (R.M.A.C.). The league is composed o· 
fifteen schools divided into two divisions, the Mountain Division ant 
the Plains Division. The schools participating by division are: 
MOUNTAIN DIVISION: for tournaments to be held i 
Regis College, Denve~, Colorado each sport. Regis has been give 
Colorado School of Mmes, Golden, the honor of hosting the tourn 
Colorado ments in baseball and track f< 
Highlands University, Las Vegas, the first time, on the 8, 9, a~d 
Nevada . of May. The dates "unfortunat 
Western State College, Gunmson, ly" conflict with final exan 
Colorado here at Regis. Tournaments wi 
Adams State College, Alamosa, be held in each of the sports an 
Colorado Christmas basketball tourn~ 
Fort Lewis College, Durango, ments will be held after thi 
Colorado year. 
Westminster College, Salt Lake Regis is presently involved iJ 
City, Utah basketball, baseball, track 
Southern Utah College, Cedar swimming, golf, and tennis. "Wt 
City, Utah are taking up track because W( 
Western New Mexico University, don't have a football team and 
Silver City, New Mexico to be a member of the c~nfer: 
PLAINS DIVISION: ence, you must compete in three 
Colorado State College, Greeley, major sports." When asked about 
Colorado the future of other sports in the 
Southern Colorado State College, conference, Mr. Kellogg stated 
Pueblo, Colorado that "we would like to expand 
Emporia State College, EmJ)oria, as much as we could." Wrestling 
Kansas is hoped for in the near future 
Fort Hays College, Fort Hays, and, if interest can be found, 
Kansas soccer. The problem with initiat-
Omaha University, Omaha, Ne- ing soccer as a conference sport 
braska is that only two schools involved, 
Kansas State Teachers College, Regis and Mines, presently have 
Pittsburg, Kansas soccer teams. 
Regis College is active in all The Athletic Department of 
of the meetings of the conference. Regis College is working to ex-
As a central point for t~e Mo~_n- pand other sports besides basket-
tain Division, meetings mvolvmg ball. The policy of past years, 
this area are norma_lly held on scholarships for basketball only, 
the Regis campus. T~s sem~ster, is being dropped and money is 
two important meetmgs w~ll b_e being applied to the other sports 
held on campus, the Athlebc D1- also. The prior policy of basket-
rectors meeting for the entire ball scholarships only began be-
Conference on November 25 and fore Mr. Kellogg's time and the 
26, and the President's meeting reason for this is unknown. Ex-
of the Conference, on December tra money is being provided by 
1 and 2. the school in order to increase 
The Conference members are and build up the sport scene here 
presently working out schedules at Regis. night, a group of 15 North Den- let; the student evaded the group not. 
ver High graduates gathered and returned to Regis. About five 
around the north entrance of De- minutes later, the pickup entered Peace Corps to Send Rep Smet Hall. They exclaimed that the DeSmet parking lot, where a 
a friend of theirs had been beaten large number of dorm students 
up by a Regis student and. they surrounded the group. A fight 
wanted revenge. They knew only broke out between a Regis stu-
the description of the sought- dent and one of the three from 
after student's car. They were the pickup. The Resident Assist-
finally convinced that no Regis ant on duty reported that he 
student owned a car matching couldn't determine who actually 
their description and left. initiated the physical contact. 
Between this date and Oct. 4, The Regis students shoved the 
a number of name-calling inci- three back into the truck and told 
dents and reports of general har- them to leave and not to return. 
assment, none of which precipi- The pickup and several other 
tated into any real fight, oc- vehicles passed by Regis on 50th 
curred. several times and finally, about 
On Friday, October 4, a group 10 minutes later, a panel truck 
of five Regis students were at- and a VW entered the parking lot 
tacked by approximately twenty and parked at the south end. The 
men while walking back from Resident Assistant on duty and 
the Hot Dog stand on Federal - several others started toward the · 
the attackers fled when a car cars when two males suddenly 
from Regis stopped. got out of the panel truck and 
The next night, Oct. 5, five fired a .22 revolver three times 
upperclassmen were cut off at in the direction of the approach-
the stop light on 50th and Fed- ing students. The gunmen then 
eral and lured into the Chevron fled. 
Station station. A whistle from Two of the bullets struck a 
the other car alerted approxi- parked car in the lot, approxi-
mately thirty North Denverites mately 31/2 feet from the Regis 
from the Scotchman and the car students. 
wash. The group beat up the The Denver Police arrived 
Regis students until the police about five minutes after the 
happened upon the scene. No shooting . Later that morning, 
arrests were made. 
The annual campus visit of the 
Peace Corps Representative will 
be the week of October 28 
through November 1. The visit 
will be sponsored by the Peace 
Corps Liaison, Father Robert 
Houlihan, S.J. 
Mr. Paul Kelly will be rep-
resenting the Peace Corps. He 
will have a booth located in the 
lobby of the Student Center. 
Paul was a volunteer in Tan-
zania. He graduated from the 
University of California at 
Berkeley in architecture and 
worked as a volunteer architect 
with the Ministries of Housing 
and Communications and Works. 
He has traveled in East Africa, 
Near East, Europe and Western 
Mexico. After returning home he 
obtained a Masters in Public Ad-
ministration. Paul will have cur-
rent information about spring 
and summer 1969 Peace Corps 
programs. 
Paul will also be showing a 
movie entitled "Give Me A 
Riddle" in Room 202 in the Stu-
dent Center on October 29th and 
30th at 3:00 p.m. It is a film 
These events culmina ted on 
Friday, October 11. At 12:10 
a.m. three Denver residents in 
Students who are interested in 
working for the Federal Govern-
ment next summer should file 
applications as soon as possible. 
The total number of jobs which 
will be available is limited; the 
positions vary from office work-
ers and post office clerks to Park 
Rangers . Written tests are re-
quired for some positions, but 
not for all of them. 
House for Boys Seeks . 
Part-time College Help 
Full information concerning 
summer employment may be ob-
tained at the Intergovernmental 
Job Information Center, located 
in Room 305, Zook Building, 431 
West Colfax Ave. Office hours 
are 8:00a.m. to 5:00p.m. 
By JOHN MUNSON 
Brown and Gold Reporter 
The Savio House, located at 
325 King here in Denver, is 
interested in enlisting the aid 
of college-age men and women 
in the Metro area to work with-
in an indirect rehabilitation 
program for would-be delin-
quents. 
The House seeks young people 
who are willing to spend one 
to three hours per week with a 
boy-resident; the concept is 
to combat the conditions and 
attitudes that foster delinquency 
through friendship . Possible ac-
tivities already scheduled are 
group trips to athletic events 
- the Denver Rockets, Spurs, 
and Bronco home contests -
and other forms of recreation. 
A meeting for interested stu-
dents will be held in the BROWN 
AND GOLD Office, Second Floor 
Center, at 12:30 on October 30 
- a Wednesday. Students unable 
to attend should leave their 
names and addresses at the 
Office before Friday, Novem-
ber 1. 
about a Peace Corps Volunteer's 
return to Nigeria after two 
years. The film was made in 
1966. 
A Language Aptitude Test 
At Pueblo State 
will oe g1ven to wose applicants 
who complete questionnaires 
during the week. The test will be 
given by appointment. 
Friends Offer Work 
The American Friends Serv-
ice Committee, a Quaker serv-
ice and educational organiza-
tion, is offering students the op-
portunity to do volunteer work 
at the Pueblo State Mental 
Hospital. 
This will be the seventh year 
of operation of the program, 
which has in the past, involved 
well over seven hundred college 
students from around the state. 
This series of weekend projects 
is set up to help the college stu-
dents get better acquainted with 
mental patients in a hospital 
setting, and by means of coopera-
tion with the staff, be of assist-
ance in the theraputic process. 
There are to be six weekend 
sessions this year, with the pos-
sibility of more if there is suf-
ficient demand. The weekends 
are Nov. 2-3, Nov. 16-17, Nov. 30-
Dec. 1, Feb. 11-12, Mar. 1-2 and 
April 19-20. Background mate-
rial, travel instructions, etc. 
will be sent after applications 
have been confirmed by the 
A.F.S.C. 
Students can obtain brochures 
and applications from Father 
Thomas Rauch S.J., who is the 
contact on campus. 
B&G PHOTO BY RICHARDSON 
Rugby Ugh! 
The Irish Rangers, shown ball-hooking above, meet the DU Pioneers Sunday of 11:30 
in what should be a real bone-c:run,her. 
deaf mute who can communicate 
only by hand-signals or lip-read-
ing. He meets a wide variety of 
the damned and diseased who, 
though able to hear and speak, 
are locked up in their own exist-
ence, unable to find the simplest 
human love. There is a young girl 
convinced she can escape the ugly 
world she lives in, a dying doc-
tor despised by his daughter, and 
another deaf-mute who substi-
tutes sweets for human kindness. 
For them Singer is someone they 
can talk to (a drunk, when he 
finds that Singer is a deaf-mute, 
says, "And all this time I thought 
you were a good listener") but 
when their problems become his 
own they remain inside him un-
til they are no longer bearable. 
Alan Arkin's role as the deaf-
mute is especially difficult. He 
is the actor stripped to the bare 
essentials; he must make the most 
of every expression and gesture 
to show the courage and frus-
tration of the deaf-mute. Sondra 
Locke is also excellent as the 
idealistic adolescent girl search-
ing for beauty. 
CLEF PALAT 
* ~ In R 
With CLARE 
It has occurred to me that WI 
been a new deluge of albums of 
So, regardless of mid-term week 
to just a few of these new album~ 
you, fellow music lovers. ' 
aen to Trenton. remaps a rew 
more rehearsals would have re-
CREAM 
It could bave been the Monkees 
or the Ohio Express at the Audi-
torium Arena that Sunday night, 
October 6 - to all the straights, 
electonic technocrats, neo-Hip-
pies with Messianic fixations 
over bard rock, and unpolluted 
R & B fans - it certainly ap-
peared that way. 
Everyone- well, almost every-
one - dressed for the occasion. 
Shades, of two particular varie-
ties, were of the highest order in 
I first had the somewhat med! 
new Steppenwolf album ''Steppe 
their new album, the group is eli 
sounds that are new to them. It w 
wolf's first album (mostly drivin1 
of Chuck Berry and Howlin' Wolf) 
techniques ranging from Indian 
Ponytail and the Raiders, to song! 
formed orchestral background. In ~ ......... v• QU .... .,, "'""'"' .... , :>UU un: 
evidence of the old style "50's" rock that made the first Steppenwolf 
album so popular. 
Acid rock fans, take heart! Although I don't profess to be an avid 
supporter of Blue Cheer, I must say that the heavy and often over-
powering sounds of Bill Stevens, Paul Whaley, and Dick Peterson 
were worth listening to on the group's newest album "Outsidelnside". 
Not containing all heavy rock, the album was also enjoyable in that 
the group aiso performed good blues tech~q.ues~ such .~s i~ one .ori~: 
ina! song "The Hunter." The group ais? drd JUstice t? Satisfaction, 
the old Rolling Stones' song by Keith Richards and Mick Jagger. May-
be even rock non-enthusiasts could get some enjoyment from the 
blues if not from the over-all power of the entire album. 
To be sure, the best rock album I have heard in the last month is 
"lnna-Gadda-Da-Vida" by The Iron Butterfly. Although the group 
has been in operation for about two years, The Iron Butterfly's popu-
larity (which did not rise as their talent grew, for they have alv~·ays 
been able to put out fine rock sounds) ~id not really start to be nobc~ 
until earlier this year. A San Francrco group, The Iron Butterfly ~ 
music is a delicate blending of "cathedral" style organ music and t~e 
well-executed sounds of the six-string guitar. When you accent this 
sound with a solid bass background and nimble, imaginative drums, 
you can expect only some of the best. One side of the album contains 
only the seventeen minute version of "lnna-Gadda-Da-Vida" (eq~al 
time to all group members making it a well-rounded s.ong), while 
the reverse side contains several shorter songs, all of whxc.h are well 
worthwhile listening to. There's not a poor song on the entire album, 
and I'm sure that "lnna-Gadda-Da-Vida" will open the eyes of many 
to the musical ability of The Iron Butterfly. 
(Albums couResy of Ethan, Andy, and Mark.) 
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Old Woman's character. future political conYention seem to be the maj< 
.Den~e'l Stop 
THE LAST FULL ME 
Button. Bell-bottoms - at least 
corduroy if not denim - waist-
coats, cowboy boots (God forbid; 
not the kind with designs on 
them), scarves, three yards of 
beads - any color (rosaries 
w/crucifiexes are in this year, 
now that the Good Sisters have 
discarded them) - and any 
assortment of acceptably ob-
scene lapel buttons completed 
the atmosphere of moderate 
personal disaffectation with the 
Establishment. A few couples 
really went overboard with 
N~hru jackets, turtle-necks, 
pa1sley slacks, et al - but that 
presented no major problem; 
everyone knew THEY were 
phonies. 
Preliminary promenades to 
the concession stands were not 
without trauma - a number of 
birds were visibly distraught 
when they discovered that a lot 
of other individualista had shown 
up with their black hats a Ia Jimi 
Hendrix that had been peddled 
at Red Rocks. A fifteen-year-old 
two rows up suffered a great deal 
of insecurity when a group of 
Blacks in the doorway laughed at 
him because he had his Peace 
Symbol on upside-down. 
Any hope of authenticity was 
destroyed by two other events 
that preceded the concert. Tbe 
nauseating, pungent aura of pot 
or at least, incense was out on 
the Main Floor - and the venti-
lators took care of upstairs. Sec-
ond, "The World's Greatest Hyp-
notist" - a kind of Harry Black-
stone in drag - amazed and per-
plexed his audience by subject-
ing volunteers to such deep psy-
chic probings as disrobing andre-
acting to an imaginary hatpin 
stab in the rear. His accompa-
nists - a colored jazz group -
added to the charisma by laugh-
ing uncontrollably through the 
whole bit. 
Suddenly, the lights dimmed, 
and Janis Joplin's throaty "Take 
Another Piece of My Heart" came 
on the sound system. Suspicions 
of time-buying and maybe no 
Concert after all were alleviated 
when Fey announced that JJ 
and Big Brother were coming in 
November. Squeals of delight 
followed - which meant that 
the whole cycle would recur 
then. 
What it was all about loomed 
after the searchlights found 
their way to the stage through 
the cigarette-smoke baze, and 
the Cream - Jack Bruce, Ginger 
Baker, and Eric Clapton -
shocked the unfamiliar with 
their bizarre, yet ordinary phys-
ical appearance and utter lack 
of "professional showmanship." 
Those who came to see and hear 
were betrayed the price of a 
ticket, and those who came to hear 
and appreciate were ultimately 
gratified. 
To hear Cream is to appreciate 
their intricate, mystifying elec-
tric tapestries they weave that 
seem to spill from a triangular 
Frankenstienian mental combi-
nation that employs Sir James 
Barry and Poe, at extremes. To 
see them perform is to be awed 
by the technical brilliance that 
they represent, both as individ-
uals and as a group. Jack Bruce, 
their organizationist and leader, 
is a bass impresario beyond be-
lief. Despite yards of adhesive 
tape and the ominous physical 
effect of seven years of "shoot-
ing Speed," Ginger Baker once 
again outdid himself on the 
drums. And Eric Claoton -
well, he was Eric Clapton, which 
is enough to say. 
Cream seemed to play under an 
inordinate amount of pressure, 
compared to their last tryst here; 
Denver was but another stop 
on the final tour - the reason 
for their impending dissolution 
was all too evident. Haggard and 
thin, the pain poignant in his face, 
Ginder Baker appeared with 
fingers and thumbs smothered 
in tape, bleeding from the ends. 
CREAM 
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sticks twice; the sorry spectre 
of his dissipation gathered the 
crowd into one fabric of empathy. 
There seemed to be little appar-
ent cause for concern, however· 
his strong, effortles·s p-ercussion~ 
al skeleton was as casual as 
ever, and asserted itself proudly 
in "White Room" and "Cross-
roads." His familiar yet ever-
changing "Toad" solo - 12 min-
utes' worth - brought a standing 
ovation when everyone realized 
that he could still do it better 
than anyone else in rock. 
After suitable apprenticeship 
with Manfred Manu-atnr JOIOl 
Mayall, Jack Bruce organized 
Cream and came into his de-
served own as the best. Unlike 
most, his bass foundation is more 
than lower harmony - his fin-
gering would rival any other lead 
player as he plays a six-string 
bass. Bruce's brassy vibratto 
revealed an uncommon range, 
from the bluesy "Sittin ' on a 
Mountaintop" to the meaty 
"Crossroads." There was vis-
ible disappointment when he 
didn't use his harmonica thing 
in "Traintime," as in his last 
visit. 
Eric Clapton is a titan - any 
other lead guitar artist would 
tend to rest upon the name he 
made for himself as head Blues 
Breaker with John Mayall. Clap-
ton found a home in Cream. His 
rhythmic mazes produce an or-
derly clutter that plugs all the 
holes in the already well-ordered 
under structure, while his lead 
and solo fantasies explores every 
realm of the audible imagination 
- simultaneously. His "Cross-
roads" drew the others into the 
lists for an individual talent 
contest- something that pleased 
the listener more frequently in 
the last visit - while his brilliant 
"Spoonful" and "SWALBR" 
accented the impossible ability 
to do two things at once, and well. 
To quote a young disciple: "He 
can play a blues riff that hits you 
in the face so hard it'll make 
your nose bleed." 
That Cream's contribution to 
hard rock, blues, and the music 
archives in general is a major 
one is rather begging the ques-
tion, it seems to me. Their individ-
ual artistry and collective over-
bearance brought a wizardry and 
sophistication to the relative 
sterility of hard rock that will not 
soon be touched. The group thesis 
they developed gave life to and 
added much-needed dimension 
to straight-laced "down-home" 
rhythm and blues; the light of 
electric excitement and impro-
visation penetrated the dark, 
"soul" corners of deep South 
blues and brought to it a vitality 
that assures its existence for a 
long time to come. _TIM HART 
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Poll Scores 
Issue Split 
(Continued ) 
listees and no subsequent need 
for a "Draft". 
The War issue also reflected 
some majority opinions. Stu-
dents who felt that this country 
§hould continue its present poli-
cies were so inclined because 
" we' re there ; we can't quit 
now," or "we've got to stop 
the communists sometime." 
The average consensus of tho&e 
advocating escalation was, 
simply stated , that we should 
': blow the hell outta them 
Commies. " The plurality of 
those standing behind with-
drawal felt that the War is im-
moral and that the United States 
has no right in Southeast Asia; 
it is interesting to note that a 
great majority of the fairer sex 
fAvored escalation, as did the 
fl!eshman males. This is dia-
.Metrically opposed to the seniors 
who face immediate induction 
after graduation. 
SFSM Spy Freaks ut at SDS Meet 
(Continued 
pulling this country down: Rac-
ism. The black cats are living in 
fear of the big mean white man. 
He's being made into scum. He's 
living in filth, he can't get a job 
. . . BLAH .. . BLAH ... BLAH 
. . . N A S A L RETENTIVE 
SOUNDS . .. BLAFG: I think we 
should therefore support Black 
Power, support the rioting, and 
help our downed black brother." 
(TWO OR THREE PEOPLE 
CLAP WITH ONE HAND.) 
SFSM: "I'm glad somebody 
finally had the guts to bring out 
that great atrocity . It's about 
time something was done." 
CHORUS: "Oh, wow! Yah!" 
'Znd SPEAKER: · ~~My name is 
Victor Vitalis, University of 
CASA-LA, SDS, Los Angeles. 
(SCREAMING) The THING 
that p--s me off is that these 
f--g PEOPLE from Cam-
bridge and the BIG MEN on the 
Educational scene are TALK-
ING FOR THE WORKERS in this 
country. The WORKING CLASS 
ain't bein' represented right. 
These f--rs with the BIG 
MOUTHS ain't even got a f--n' 
CALLOUS on their HANDS! They 
don't know HOW IT IS. Let 'em 
go HOME, have some JUICE, 
f-k THEIR wife, and then let 
G.I.?" 'em TALK about WORK!" 
(ASSORTED CHEERS) 
SFSM: "Wow! He really knows 
what's happenin'." 
SFSM: "I'm Che reincarnated." 
CHORUS: "I'm with you, man. 
1 Love." 
CHORUS: "Nos-! Man-he's 
got a head." 
3rd SPEAKER: "My name is 
Eddie Jocast, SDS (FROM THE 
NECK OF THE MIDWEST 
SOMEWHERE.) "I think that 
students in this country have a 
lot of privileges. They have more 
advantages than the students of 
yesterday. They are also much 
luckier than the workers. They 
go through school and come out 
able to start a well-paying job, 
like teaching or in business. The 
workers are not likely to go very 
far, whereas a person with a I 
good education can go places if 
he wants to and is willing to work 
with a goal in mind. I think we 
should have students and gradu-
ates working with and helping the 
workers in this country. They'll 
tell them like it really is. The 
workers will choose their repre-
sentatives from a wider variety 
of people." 
(APPLAUSE FROM THE 
HANDS OF BIRDS.) 
SFSM: "What's the difference 
between these students and the 
f--n' guy from Cambridge and 
the "Education scene?" 
CHORUS: "Because he kisses 
the MAN'S --. We don't want 
some puppet running things." 
SFSM: "Aren't you going to ask 
theworkerwhatHE wants?" 
CHORUS: "Jesus Christ! What 
are you? Straight? American 
SFSM: "Peace, Free Huey." 
(SUDDENLY, THE PLAY 
COMES TO AN ABRUPT END 
AS THE MAIN CHARACTER 
FEELS LIKE VOMITUS ERUP-
TUM AND TAKES A PERMA-
NENT LEAVE. DEFINITE 
NEED TO STICK.) 
EPILOGUE 
To summarize the meetings and 
~he play: when plastic melts, it 
stinks; and that weekend, the 
University of Colorado made the 
Stockyards smell like Nirvana. 
The SDS bring up many good 
ideas, but they have such an in-
secure need to be anarchists and 
non-conformists that they present 
their ideas like mental midgets 
with immaturity and unrealism 
gushing from their pores. 
One incident (among others) 
was of special detriment to their 
cause - the newsmen came in 
with their cameras, thus caus-
ing bad feeling between them-
selves and the Love-sick Doves. 
1-\.rmed with the peace symbol on 
one hand and a fist on the other, 
the Sick-of-War-ists started a 
little hand-to-hand combat. This ~as partially understandable, 
)lowever, because no cameras 
:were permitted; the fact remains 
that they conducted themselves 
~ike little children. 
They mentioned ·things like 
starting chapters of the SDS in 
)Ugh schools (sic). It seems as 
though, in their group for power 
for peace, that they are starting 
to scrape the bottom of the dung 
barrel. 
Free thinking is necessary in 
this society in order to exist and 
avoid stagnation; there is a fan-
tastic need for change in this 
country, but the people who work 
for it must be sincere and sen-
sible. 
While the drinking, dark-suited 
numbers scream about the smok-
ing bright uniformed letter, the 
happy-medium minded person 
sleeps. Do you really care about 
your country, Students for a 
1 
!~~~· f Democratic Society, Hippies, 
n f Freaks, Spaced, Flying Free-
domriders? And do you, the 
t 
Scared, Enraged, lns.ecure-
Secure, Drinking, Businessmen-
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Civilian Interference 
U.S. MiliTARY "TIED DOWN" TO INEFFICIENCY 
(Continued) 
state of affairs seemed to have 
no remedy; . . . ex-Governor Yell-
. . . and ex-Senator Marshall ... 
were men of too much impor-
tance to take advice, much less 
orders, from a little Yankee 
General like Wool.' 
" Murder, rape, robbery, scalp-
ings, and all manner of atroc-
ities were laid at. the volunteer's 
door, and it is wifh 'no surprise 
that we read that ex-Governor 
Archibald Yell's .Southern "chiv-
alry" bolted at Buena Vista, 
leaving their colonel and a few 
other officers to perish on the 
Mexican lances." 
BLIND LEAD BLIND 
In the Civil War there are no 
good examples, because there 
were "citizen-soldiers" facing 
' 'citizen-soldiers.'' 
In the years that followed the 
most of the ships which were 
contracted to carry the troops 
to Cuba would have revolted a 
wharf rat. It is fortunate that 
the Spanish armed forces, which 
had always been front runners in 
the fields of ineptitude and cor-
ruption, were all we had to face. 
Otherwise, it might not have 
been such a "splendid little 
w<;~r." 
Our Congress, always ready to 
learn from past mistakes, went 
into World War I with our army 
poorly-equipped and under-
manned. The rifles which Custer 
had seen still equipped our Na-
tional Guard, and, in fact, we 
were in such bad shape that 
nearly all of our artillery and 
planes and all but four of our 
machine guns were of British or. 
French manufacture. Fortu-
THE "CITIZEN-SOLDIER" vs ... 
Civil War, our army (which, by nately, the army was allowed to 
the end of the war, was the best train the citizen soldiers so that 
that the world had ever seen, due when at last our soldiers did get 
to good training and discipline) into the field, their performance 
was shrunk to 25,000 men and told was creditable. 
to guard the area west of the When Pearl Harbor came, we 
Mississippi against the Indians. were in pretty much the same 
As usual, they were given too big kind of shape we were in at t~e · 
a job, and their success is at- beginning of World War I. This 
tributable only to the ability of time, though, we had to g.et o~r 
their leaders and their own pro- own equipment an~ at first . It 
fessionalism. It was a purely was poor (Congress s appropna-
regular army and when Lord tions for research had been a lit-
Wolseley, Commander-in-Chief of tie skimpy again). We faced one 
the British Army, had finished new phenomenon. While the Na-
inspecting it, he said that~ man tiona\ Guard had gotten a little 
for man, it was the best m the training, it was all in Wo~ld War 
world. This was totally due to I techniques. In fact, . It - .took 
the armies' own efforts on limit- twice as long to put the National 
ed funds; one year Congress even Guard (the ever-ready watch-
forgot to pay the army. dogs of democracy) into the ~ield 
The Spanish-American War as it did to put the untramed 
was proof again of our unique draftee there. Otherwise, we 
capacities where war was con- did fairly well. 
cerned. The government had, SABOTEURS 
with its usual foresight, provided After the war the army was 
the army with no reserve of mod- again reduced to a skeleton 
ern weapons and so the new re- force. But now, something even 
cruits and our citizen soldiers more dangerous that our tendeD-
went to war with the rifles that cies to under-equip our army 
were in use when Custer went crept in. A diverse group of peo-
to the Little Big Horn. The ci- pie, notable chiefly for their 
vilians in the military depart- sheer ignorance of military af-
ment and the men they contract- fairs, began, a~ Coggins put it, 
ed with for beef showed that "to remove severe disciplinary 
their genius for graft w~s. ~ot measures and the haughty rule 
totally restricted to CIVIlian of the 'arrogant and caste-con-
matters. Much of the beef and scions' Regular Army officers. 
Hippies Boo Wallace, 
Wallace Boos Hippies 
(Continued) A Mexican pulled a worn bible 
d th o f his back pocket and told none of them really wante IS rom "Th' is what 
to be the last time they stood in some black men, , !~ 
0 
man 
front of a bus so they let them go makes us brothers. N , 
. . . t no sir that don't make you my Withtheirpohceescor · th · , "What can Wallace 
There were still a lot of pe~ple bro.f ~r. h no support in the Con-
standing around many of them do I e as 
arguing and discussing. "But gress? There's not one congrests-
. · n or senator who suppor s 
aren't beards and long ~au a sign ~all , "The rest of the city 
of protest? There's nothing wrong . a ace. d · t why not in 
with them, it's just wha~ th.eY Ish ~lean·g~~or~~;?" "Say that 
mean" "You know he cant wm, t eir nei , · , 
why don't you vote for the man again and I ll slug you. t f the 
with the same ideas who will The sun was gone, mos 0 
win?" "Personally I'm not for reporters and all but a few cars 
W aliace but if the' other candi- f~Il of police h ha~~~:!~:o;:~:~~ 
dates would just listen to what fmalll ~oreb t e of the big black 
he has to say, they'd understan~ off 0 t ~th ~~~ helmet and the 
why he has so much support. statue WI ed 
· t' and the statue mov -
"Because he's a good Chris Ian. gun . 
0 
re re it-
I support. him ~a use he's th.~ ~~f~~~i.:!~~~r fift:en ~ec:es. 
only candidate with any morals. .. ... . ......... . ... ,, .. ,,.,,.,, 
U ~• J.~ l •~ t .... •• • ••• l ••~••••••t••••••• • •••• •• • 
Vote-conscious politicians lent 
a ready ear and succeeded in 
forcing the Secretary of Defense 
to appoint the controversial Doo-
little Board. Another quote from 
Coggins will illustrate their 
problem: 
"Granting, the Board had a 
problem. The country was going 
to need a large peacetime army, 
and, in part, it was the Board's 
job to make the army popular 
-to conform to the public image 
of a democratic army. It must be 
pleasant, with a minimum of or-
ders and fatigues, of tiring 
marches in rain and under a hot 
sun. Cruel sergeants must have 
their fangs drawn and their harsh 
voices must be softened. Power 
to punish must no longer be in 
the hands of the junior officer, 
but should be relegated, through 
channels, to higher authority. 
The tender youth of America 
must be shielded as much as 
possible from the crudities of 
Army life. Above all, he_ must 
be protected from the idea that 
he was in the service to serve, 
and that serving (should an 
international misunderstanding 
arise during his enlistment) 
might very well mean dying as 
well. 
"So with the demand that army 
life must be made as attractive 
as possible, both discipline and 
training were relaxed. Emphasis 
was on lectures, and organized 
games, while cooks prepared 
meals that a Regular of a gen-
eration before would have con-
sidered a gourmet's dream, and 
the ever-present PX afforded 
those luxuries not provided by 
the Service. But wars are not 
won with baseball bats - nor is 
a campaign just fun and games. 
Wars are fought with deadly 
weapons (with the use of which 
it pays to be familiar) amid un-
nerving sights and horrid sounds, 
and against enemies whose one 
purpose is to maim and destroy. 
No training can simulate the 
real thing. But it can be used 
to harden the body and condi-
tion the mind - condition it to 
the point where it will unhesi-
tatingly obey orders under the 
'most adverse conditions. 
FEAR OF GOD 
"It is also necessary that those 
EXCLUSIVE 
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House and Lounge 
• 
3780 Sheridan Blvd. 
Denver, Colorado 
givmg the orders, officers or 
NCO's, be respected and regard-
ed as superiors. (But if the ser-
geant, whose word should be 
absolute law in the platoon, has 
been regarded as just one of the 
fellows, and the lieutenant, a 
pleasant and easy-going big 
brother instead of a minor deity 
sitting at God's right hand, then 
obedience wlfi be given grudg-
ingly, if at all. Srviled youn~ 
men, wnn no · more motivation 
than an easy life and good food, 
are not going to risk dying at the 
say-so of a higher-up for whom 
they feel neither fear nor re-
spect." It is well that the Ma-
rine Corps remained untouched 
or we would have been rolled out 
of Korea. Our army, which had, 
by now, been thoroughly "soft-
ened," was thrashed by a second 
class army. The only reason that 
the tenuous Pusan perimeter held 
was the strength of our Marines, 
our Air Force, and the fact that 
the North Koreans ran out of 
supplies. The army never did 
come up to snuff in this war 
until the last year and it is large-
ly due to the Marines that we 
accomplished what we did. 
Several things should now be 
apparent to the reader: 
1. There can be no substitute 
for well-trained soldiers. 
2. The "citizen-soldier," as 
exemplified by the National 
Guard, is worse than useless. 
Although the regular army is, to-
day, well-trained, the National 
Guard is being trained in World 
... THE "SOLDIER-
CITIZEN?" 
War II methods. 
3. The Congress, chiefly be-
cause of ignorance, and respon-
sibility to the electorate, has a 
tendency to weaken our armed 
forces. 
Today we live in a world of 
crisis. When a crisis occurs, 
troops need to be available 
HAIRCUTS 
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• 
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and 
Italian Food 
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fast. (When the Pueblo incident 
occurred, we did not have the 
troops to act regardless of 
. whether we were right or wrong.) 
We also face the possibility of 
war with Russia, whose army 
has 170 divisions in the same pro-
portion as ours. That is just ten 
times as many as the American 
army. 
MILLIONS FOR DEFENSE 
Considering all these facts, the 
United States needs a larger 
standing army. This will be ex-
pensive, but if we can get rid 
of the National Guard, which 
apparently can only control 
riots, and put that money into 
the standing army, the burden 
will be reduced. 
We need to finish up Vietnam, 
preferably on terms favorable 
to the United States. This would 
not negate the need for the extra 
divisions since our army was 
understrength before the war 
began. The need is more press-
ingnow. 
Although a professional army 
(which by far is the most effec-
tive) is impossible in this coun-
try, we can have elite profes-
sional units. As it stands now, 
our professionals are spread 
through the army to help the 
draftees; this is good because it 
helps bring up the standards. 
Nevertheless, a professional is 
the best soldier and he fights 
best along side other profession-
als in established units with es-
tablished traditions to lead 
esprit de corps. These units could 
be formed and incorporated into 
the army in a number of ways, 
all of them good. The main point 
of the professionals is that they 
would give the army a hard core, 
a spearhead, and, in this day of 
fast-moving politics and even 
faster moving wars, they would 
be of inestimable value. 
Essentially, what has been 
proposed here is a rather sweep-
ing change in our military sys-
tem. In many ways, it seems to 
be against what we stand for, 
that is, peace and liberty. We 
seem to be in a position where -
if we create an adequate army -
we will appear hypocritical. On 
the other hand, if we don't have 
this force, we are naked. A tool~ 
for an army is merely an in-
strument of diplomacy, is only as 
good as those that wield it. If our 
army is used properly by our ci-
vilian government, the argument 
of hypocrisy will be ridiculous, 
a fact which will quickly become 
apparent to the world community. 
RIDE NEEDED-SHARE GAS 
BOB CONRAD, freshman; lives in SW 
Denver-Harvey Park. Address: 2200 
S. Wolff St. Phone: 935-0344. 
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College Relations Dep't Needs Student Help 
by Dale Gardner 
Brown and Gold Reporter 
What is the College Rela-
tions Department? 
A committee organized for 
setting up blind dates with the 
Heights and Temple Buell? 
Another name for F.A.C.? 
The new department to super-
vise courses in premarital inter-
digitation? 
Sorry, none of these are right. 
The College Relations De-
p~rtment is an office set up for 
th~ purpose of uniting func-
ti911S and efforts of the alumni 
wtth the needs and requests 
of the college and students. 
Andy Martelon is the director 
of the College Relations De: 
partment and very cap~y- Ileads 
OUT-OF-STATE 
a weighty office. An extremely 
personable and forth _ , indi-
vidual, Mr. Martelon graduated 
from Regis College as a His-
tory major, student body Presi-
dent and yearbook and news-
paper editor. Under him, one 
finds three qualified assist-
ants. Bill Matt, also a former 
"Rancher" and a Business 
major, is Alumni Director. 
Director of Public Relations 
is Phil Gauthier, who graduated 
from Creighton University with 
a major in Journalism. Bob 
Madonna is the Director of 
Development. He, too, grad-
uated from Regis as a Business 
major. 
Presently, the whole depart-
ment is going through a process 
of reorganization and evaluation 
of former goals. It is Mr. Marte-
lon's intention to enact a sound 
program whereby the students 
can become acquainted with 
members of the alumni and 
their functions, the alumni clubs 
can effectively aid the col-
lege in its continual need for 
assistance, and a greater famil-
iarity among alumni, faculty, 
and students can be obtained. 
A complete revision of the 
Regis Alumni Association is 
now in progress. A committee, 
headed by Mike Groshek, (Re-
gis '53) is working with the 
specific purpose of re-evaluating 
the R.A.A. in both structure 
and function. Definite recom-
mendations for change are ex-
~Lab System Based Differently 
(Continued) 
sion. Yes, to some extent 
the card punching, the hours 
demanded, are not much dif-
ferent , and there is always the 
possibility that it might af-
fect your grade. But with or 
without lab, most of us , figure 
a 15-to-20% of your final grade 
as representing your oral abil-
ity and agility of response. 
If this credit-the-lab-hours 
policy came in , the 2-hour ses-
sions would come to represent 
2/5. of your total grade. In 
other words , your oral perform-
ance, monitored and graded 
would have a most definite 
influence upon your grade. I 
am afraid to have to face the 
great majority of students who, 
having answered well , still 
would not rate above a C, be-
cause of their pronunciation. 
Besides, how can you grade 
pronuncia tion , except on a 
purely subjective level. If 
this is a problem, what about 
the reverse situation: the 
student who barely scrapes by 
with a D in grammar, under-
standing and answers, who 
might e nd up with a B-ora 
C+ , because, musically-eared-
and tuned that he is, he has 
the best accent in the class. 
c) Another problem that in-
terferes with your dream so-
lution has to do with the root 
of all problems : money. We 
would have to add two more 
full time instructors to our 
day staff, if we were to 
supervise completely the lab 
sessions. If you believe you 
could convince Fr. Klocker, 
Fr. Mattione, and Mr. Gene 
Donoghoue , please, be my 
guest, it' s your head, not mine. 
I have done my best to keep 
the teacher 1 student ratio 
down to almost the optimum 
level, but beyond . .. take your 
chance . 
Now allow me to review the 
schools where no credit is given, 
but where the attendance is com-
pulsory: 
1) CU. no credit given, 5 days 
of classes a week plus 3 hours 
oflab. 
2) DENVER METRO: same 
policy as above, only 2 hours 
required. 
3) Texas U (Austin), KU 
(Lawrence), Indiana U (Bloom-
ington), Michigan U (Ann 
Arbor) have the same policies 
as CU and METRO. 
4) The lab attendance at CC 
and esc, as you pointed out 
yourself, is credited separate-
ly, besides the actual class 
credit. That lab credit will 
not transfer (as I mentioned 
above). This credit is given 
as a placebo. It has no· more 
value than the Attendance 
Certificate of a Sunday-School 
or a kindergarden. 
5) If Regis has to ape some 
other school, I prefer it to be 
IU, KU, or CU rather than 
be put in the same class as 
Southern Colorado State Col-
lege, originally, until a couple 
of years bac){, a two-year col-
lege. 
6) Since when is Mines a Lib-
eral Arts school? Checking 
with a few Miners, brought 
a categoric denial of your as-
sumptions (names provided 
upon request) . 
Are you aw'!-re of the number 
of steps required to effect a 
change involving credit poli-
cies? Well, the report of proper-
ly worded request goes from 
the Language Department, Divi-
sion Chairman, Education Poli-
cies Committee, Academic Dean, 
President, Board of Trustees and 
a final trip' to Saint Louis for 
approval by the Province, if 
we were to start today, a change 
in policy might not arrive till 
'72 , may be' ' 75, too late to be 
~f wqrrl.a will qrlp 
you mukr tqr .arrur ••• 
RENT YOUR 
OWN CAR ••• F .ROM 
BUDGEJ'I 
' 6 c ; aday6 a mile 
.... ~ (plus 20% if under 25) 
; •• f 
You .bet! BUDGE! rents cars to young adults 18 and over. Snappy 
new compacts, JUSt $~ a day and 6¢ a mile; sharp new Impalas, 
Fords and M~sta~gs, JUSt $7. a day and 7¢ a mile (plus 20% if 
und!£. 25). Pnce mcludes mamtenance and· proper in'Su'i'ance;yoil 
buy _only the _gas you use. Budget's BIG in SKI CARS, too ... 
sp~c1ally eqwpp~d compact~ with .... 1111iiii:::::Oiillli••·· 
sk1 racks, snow t1res and chams. ~•••"'· .,..,.,~ 
Save a buck with BUDGET! ... :~'"'a••Do~e .. ~':i .. 
RESERVE NOW for weekend. :::· Uj s•® '!5: 
5341324 ·~:~.; IIENT·A·CAII .-::· • .• ,.., SYSTEM ,., •. ......... ~· ... ···•·!~:=·-· 
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of any help to you. 
What you and most students 
are interested in, is not so much 
what you can learn, but how 
many credits you can earn, I 
am not judging. It is one of the 
facts teachers hate to admit or 
think about. But who will come 
back and complain about inade-
quate preparation when he 
has failed the foreign lan-
guage test in graduate school? 
The Princeton Reading test is 
becoming the most prevalent way 
of assaying what you know, and 
since the Princeton 'fest is geared 
for students who were taught by 
the oral a nd lab sessions 
methods , there is nothing else 
to do, but to give you and your 
fellow s tudents the proper· train-
ing and background, includ-
ing lab , so that eventually, our 
students can earn their Read-
ing Princeton Test without undue 
pressures when they have to 
concentrate on their majors. 
I would have appreciated your 
concern more, if we had been in-
formed of whatever problems 
(work hours, family respon-
sibility, age . .. ) prompted you 
to write this letter. There are 
accommodations with Heaven, 
and there could be some with the 
Language Department, if one 
were alerted, not so much to a 
gripe, (I am perfectly aware 
that lab study is boring, dry, 
and can drive any sane person 
into prolonged lunacy if ex-
posed too long to the process) ; 
but if you approach it with the 
understanding that these two 
hours are two hours less home-
work, you might not feel as 
tense, and assimilate more 
easily the subject matter. It is 
not too late to come and see us, 
the door is always open . . . 
pected soon. 
Unfortunately, in the past, 
the Board of the Regis Alumni 
Association was actually a part 
of the Denver Regis ' Alumni 
Club. Therefore, alumni clubs 
from outside the Denver area--' 
were not being represented. 
The R.A.A. would sponsor five 
major affairs every year; a 
Homcoming, / / Religious Re-
newal Day, ..-- an Alumni Wives' 
Fashion Show, a Regis-Creigh-
ton Golf Tournament, and an 
Alumni Picnic in the summer. 
However, all these events were 
geared mainly for the Denver-
area alumni. There was little 
appeal to those across the coun-
try and , if any interest did 
exist, the distance ruled out 
participation. 
Mr. Martelon wishes to mr-
tiate a greater sponsoring of 
local functions by the area 
Regis alumni clubs. He feels 
that the alumni should be given 
the chance to participate more 
actively in their home towns. 
Yet he has not overlooked the 
advantages of having · these 
distant alumni visit the cam-
pus and meet the students. 
A program of inviting outside 
alumni to the campus is planned 
for the future and if the de-
partment can, provisions will be 
made to assist in their trans-
portation. 
A major reason for the re-
organization of the ~allege 
Relations Department rs to 
provide opportunities for mean-
ingful student participation. 
When speaking on the Depart-
ment's plans for development 
of the college, Mr. Martelon 
said, "I am convinced that 
students can be a big help and 
determining factor in the suc-
cess in this area. " 
Recently some prominent sen-
iors spent a great deal of time 
in a "phone campaign" spon-
sored by the department. This 
campaign was initiated in order 
to raise needed funds for the 
area of development. The cam-
paign was a success, mainly 
because of their efforts. 
There is a program in which 
plaques are to be given to con-
tributors of fifty dollars or 
more. This includes a plan in 
which students will accompany 
Father Louis G. Mattione, Pre-
sident of Regis, or Mr. Marte-
lon _when the plaques are deli-
vered, thus benefitting the stu-
dents and adding more mean-
ing to the gifts for those who 
receive them. 
The most pressing problem 
facing the department is the 
employment of students where 
(Continued on Page 11, Col. 1) 
Engineers: 
• Aeronautical 
• Electrical 
• Electronic 
• Mechanical 
• civil 
INTERVIEWS AT CAMPUS 
PLACEMENT OFFICE ON NOVEMBER 7 
Martin Marietta Corporation is interviewing 
for career positions in major, long-term Research, 
Deveiopment and Production Programs. 
Opportunities exist in the technologies 
associated with Space Exploration, Advanced 
Electronics and Communications Systems, 
Missile Systems, and High Stren9th Materials. 
Martin Marietta has major facilities in: 
Baltimore, Maryland; Denver, Colorado; Orlando, 
Florida; .Wheeling, Illinois. 
If you are unable to schedule an interview, 
olease send your resume to: 
DIRECTOR COLLEGE RELATIONS 
AEROSPACE GROUP DEPT. 134 
MARTIN MARIETTA CORPORATION 
FRIENDSHIP INTERNATIQNAL AIRPORT 
MARYLAND 21240 
.IWARTIN .IWARIE7T.A 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
October 25, 1968 
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r Relations and Students Committee Submits New Constitution (Continued ) 
both parties ·will benefit. " The 
trouble is not where we can 
use the students, but where we 
can use them most effective-
ly," said Director Martelon. 
willingness to receive and per-
sonally talk with any student 
that demonstrates even a mild 
interest in the area of college 
relations . 
He went on to say that an ideal ALUMNI MEETINGS 
program would "allow the stu- SCHE U 
dents to participate whenever D LE 
their interest or time permit- November 1, Friday, Kansas 
ted. " City 
A Career Day is tentatively November2, Saturday, Wichita 
planned for November 14. The November 3, Sunday, Leadville 
purpose of this affair is to give November?, Thursday, St. Louis 
the students an opportunity to November 8, Friday, Milwaukee 
gain first-hand information on November 9, Saturday, Chicago 
his possible career and to expose November 13, Wednesday, Seat-
him to the school's impressive tie 
and diverse alumni. November 22, Friday, Minnea-
Mr. Martelon explicitly ex- polis/St. Paul 
pressed his desire for student December 6, Friday, Albuquer-
interest. He emphasized his :~qfu:e.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
(Continued) 
Administration; (3) A workable knowledge of the mechanics 
of change; and (4) A s~rong case and a good sales pitch. This 
~as been the .t~eory behind the most significant gains in student 
life: th~ abohbon of hours, more autonomous dormitory govern-
men~, . hb~ral ~ampus. ~eer p_olicies for special events, student 
participatiOn m administrative affairs, better relations with 
the faculty, et al. Now we ~re ?n the verge of beer on campus 
-unheard of! and revolution m student government · what is 
really ~mazing, by comparison, is that everyone is b~hind us! 
T~ere Is. one reason, and only one, for the relative swiftness 
w1th which these concepts have progressed toward policy -
the persons responsible for their inception have seen to it that 
the actions of those affected have been "adult" and "re-
sponsible" particularly with regard to the " society. " 
Woe the day when Regis students have to schedule an ap-
pointment with the President by seizing his office - I don't 
think Paul Max would look very good on the front page of the 
Rocky Mountain News. 
-TIM HART 
COMMITTEE REPORT 
The committee, as directed by 
the General Assembly, has stud-
ied the present Constitution. We 
have found that student govern-
ment is in need of systemization 
of duties, and a change of empha-
sis in its outlook. Toward this end 
we have written a new Constitu-
tion and By-laws which expand 
the scope of student government, 
and its ability to perform its 
functions. 
Beer Depot . 
Coors o·n Tap 
~ ~' 3.2to go 
F.A.C. $1.00 pitcher 
4231 N. 38th. 
9HANNONi9 
Ballbell Shop 
4407 FEDERAL 
ALL TYPES OF HAIR CUTS 
including razor cuts 
Come in and meet 
JACK and PAUL 
YOU FORGOT 
TO ENROLL IN YOUR 
MOST IMPORTANT 
CLASS! 
And you had better believe it. Because 
throughout your college career, you'll spend 
over 5,000 hours with your nose in a book 
doing just your required reading. That's if you 
are a " normal" student with a reading rate 
of 250 to 400 words per minute. And you know, 
that 's a shame, because if you had enrolled 
in the revolutionary Eve 1 y n Wood Reading 
Dynamics course you could save at least 3,700 
of those hours . 
For ten years now Reading Dynamics 
has guaranteed to at least triple your reading 
speed or refund your entire tuition. Over 
400,000 students have taken up our offer and 
are now reading 3 to 10 times faster. Results? 
Hundreds, even thousands, of hours of 
irreplaceable free time for you to invest as you 
choose: campus social activities, "want to" 
courses , making love not war, raising your 
grade point average, or a part-time job. Just 
think, if you could cut 3,700 hours off your 
required reading time and invested only 2,500 
of those hours in a job that paid $1.75 an hour, 
you could earn $4,375. 
So wise up. Put the remarkable Evelyn 
Wood Reading Dynamics course at the top of 
your schedule for the new term. The course 
takes just a few weeks and is designed to dove-
tail perfectly with all scholastic classes . And 
you will find that the time you put into Reading 
Dynamics comes back many-fold before the 
basic course is finished. 
Reading Dynamics is an incredible edu-
cational breakthrough. It's the definitive rapid 
reading method in the world today. Our grad-
uates consistently surpass the 450 to 600 word 
per minute rates aspired to by conventional 
reading courses . Most Reading Dynamics grad-
uates read between l ,000 and 3,000 words 
per minute. Many go higher, and all under-
stand and appreciate what they read at these 
staggering speeds . 
Free Reading Dynamics Mini-Lesson 
How does Reading Dynamics do what we 
say it does? Find out . . . at one of the free 
Reading Dynamics Mini-Lessons listed below. 
During these exciting, hour-long sessions , we'll 
tell you the naked truth about Reading 
Dynamics. And since we dress up the bare 
facts with some free instruction you' ll 
probably leave the Mini-Lesson reading a little 
faster than when you came in. Of course, if 
you want to read a lot faster for the rest of 
your life, you'll return for the full Reading 
Dynamics course . 
Find out why we have over 400,000 graduates 
Attend a FREE one-hour MINI-LESSON 
DENVER CENTRAL 
Monday thru Thursday 
Oct. 28, 29, 30, 31 
4:30-6-8 
AT OUR CLASSROOM, 
1575 Sherman 
ATTEND OUR OPEN HOUSE 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26 3:30.6:00 
Evelyn Wood READING DYNAMICS 
1575 Sherman St., Denver Ph. 292-1495 
1. Adoption of this document as 
the working Constitution of the 
Student Senate in a general 
election on November 1, 1968. 
2. A permanent, exclusive Stu-
dent Senate bulletin board. 
3. Implementation of a filing sys-
tem in the student senate office 
to insure permanent records. 
4. The Science Amphitheater es-
tablished as a permanent meet-
ing room for the General As-
sembly. Assign permanent 
seating arrangements for the 
duration of each session. 
5. Expand the· office hours of the 
Student Senate office, and cre-
ate a secretarial staff. 
1. Officers of the General Assem-
bly to facilitate operations: 
a) Clerk of the Assembly to 
prepare notices of impend-
ing meetings of the Assem-
bly, and the preparation 
and distribution of the 
minutes of the meetings. 
b) Sergeant-at-Arms to in-
sure that order remain dur-
ing all activities of the 
Assembly. 
c) Parliamentarian to insure 
a businesslike atmosphere 
during all activities of the 
Assembly. 
2. Committees; To insure the dig-
nity of service on the Stand-
ing committees, the recom-
mendation is made that the 
names of the students who 
serve on the Standing Commit-
tee be incorporated into the 
STUDENT HANDBOOK, 
AND further that their pic-
tures be included in a section 
of the RANGER. 
3. The development of a Legisla-
tive Program to complement 
the Constitution. 
J. 
io 
1! 
ONLY 39' A LB. 
CAMPUS PACS 
ARE HERE! 
Ever heard of selling toiletries by the pound? We ore now - for 
a limited time only! CAMPUS PACS contain over o pound of pop-
ular toiletries in handy sizes. Worth over $2 retail. Special male 
and female CAMPUS PACS are available. But only ONE POUND 
PER STUDENT - with proper identification - Don't miss out. 
There are only enough for about half the students on this campus. 
Get your CAMPUS PAC today! 
CAMPUS BOOKSTORE 
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Proposed New 55 Constitution 
PREAMBLE 4. Impeachment Procedures shall be d. The Directors shall chair the Com- shal! reside with the Student Senate of 
We, the Students of Regis College, in defined in the By-Laws. mittees for which they are elected. Regis College. 
order to exercise and insure our rights and Section c. The functions of these standing Com- Section B. The Student Senate shall re-
obligations as members of the College 1. The General Assembly shall fulfill mittees shall be defined in the By-Laws. peal in a referendum any legislation en-
Community, voice and uphold the opinions all responsibilities assigned to them 2. The Vi~e-President shall preside as ac_ted by the General A~sembly and Exec-
of all am~~g us, and initiate and imple- under the Regis College Student Sen- the Chairman of the General Assem- utlve Board b¥ a two-t~rds (2/3) majority 
ment policies governing our activities, ate Constitution and By-Laws. bly. of those voting, provided that a total 
do establish this Constitution of the Regis 2. The General Assembly shall have the 3. The ind!vidual Officers shall also be ~u~ber of tho~e voting be at least a rna-
College Student Senate in cooperation power to enact legislation that it respons1bl~ for other duties and func- JOnty of the entire Student Senate. 
with the other members of the Regis deems fit and proper for the better- tiQns assigned them by the President. 1. This referendum may be initiated by 
Community. ment of the Regis College Student Section D. The President shall, from a petition bearing the signatures of 
ARTICLE 1 Senate. time to time, give to the General Assembly twenty-five percent of the registered 
Section A. This organization shall be 3. The General Assembly shall have the information of the State of the Senate, and St~dent Senate. 
known as the Regis College Student Sen- power to appropriate and approve all shall recommend for their consideration 2. Said procedure must be supervised 
ate. expenditures of the Student Senate. such measures as he shall judge necessary by the Election Committee. 
Section B. The membership of the Regis 4. The General Assembly, by two- and expedient; he may, on extraordinary ARTICLE VI 
College Student Senate shall consist of thirds (2/3) vote , shall have the occasions, convene the General Assembly Section A. Sources of proposed change 
all full-time Students of Regis College. power to overrule any action pre- into special meeting; and he shall also in Student Government: 
Section C. The Regis College Student viously passed by the Assembly but take care that laws enacted by the Gen- 1. Fifty (50) percent of the Student 
Senate and the Subordinate organizations vetoed by the President. eral Assembly be faithfully executed. Senate must petition any change in 
which represent it are accorded all rights 5. The General Assembly may elect ARTICLE IV the Constitution. 
and powers by the Students of Regis Col- Officers deemed necessary for the Section A. The Judicial Authority of 2. Twenty-five (25) percent of the Stu-
lege. proper functioning of the General the Regis College Student Senate shall be dent Senate must petition a new 
ARTICLE ll Assembly· vested in that body known as the Board · Amendment or By-Law. 
Section A. The Legislative Body of the ARTICLE III of Judicial Review. Section B. Proposed Amendments shall 
Regis College Student Senate shall be Section A. The Executive Power of the Section B. become effective after being: 
known as the General Assembly. Regis College Student Senate shall be 1. Qualifications 1. Approved by a majority of the Gen-
Section B. vested in the President of the Executive a. The members of the Board shall be eral Assembly; and the Executive 
1. Voting Membership of the General Board. a Chief Justice and four (4) Asso- Board. 
Assembly shall consist of: The Presi- Section B. ciate Justices appointed from those 2. Ratified by a two-thirds (2/3) rna-
dent, Vice-President, Secretary, and 1. The President shall be assisted in full-time Students not holding Elec- jority of those members of the Student 
Treasurer of the four Classes and the the execution of his duties by the tive Offices under this Constitu- Senate voting, provided that the total 
Presidents of Organizations in good Vice-President, Secretary, Treas- tion by the President of the EXec- number of students voting be at least 
standing with the Organizational urer, Director of College Relations, utive Board and approved by the a majority (51%) of the entire Stu-
Review Committee. Director of the Social Committee, General Assembly. dent Senate. 
2. Participations in the deliberations and Director of Community Relations. b. Under no circumstances may any Section C. Proposed By-Laws shall be-
of the Assembly, limited to the dis- 2. The President shall be an ex-officio of the Justices of the Board of Ju- come effective after being approved by a 
cussion of matters germane thereto, member of all Student Senate Com- cial Review hold any elected posi- two-thirds (2/3) majority of the General 
shall be the right of i!'very Member of mittees. tion under this Constitution during Assembly. 
the Student Senate; However, the 3. The President shall have the power his term of Office. ARTICLE VII_ ENABLING 
right of presenting motions to the to overrule any legislation passed by 2. Term of Office Section A. This document shall become 
General Assembly or of voting on the the General Assembly that he deems a. Justices may remain in Office for effective as the Constitution of the Regis 
motions otherwise presented in no unfit. the duration of their tenure as full- College Student Senate on November 1, 
way shall extend outside the limits 4. In case of the removal of the Presi- time students at Regis College. 1968, after the approval of the Student 
set forth in Subsection 1 of this same dent from Office, his death, resig- b. Impeachment Procedures shall be Senate by a two-thirds majority has been 
Section. nation, or inability to discharge the outlined in the By-Laws. · secured. 
3. No Student may hold more than one powers and duties of said Office, the Section D. The Board of Judicial Review Section B. 
(1) elected Office in Student Gov- Vice-President shall assume his Of- may judge whether any action taken by 1. Upon adoption, this Constitution 
ernment at any one time. fice. the General Assembly or Executive Board shall supercede all previous Consti-
a. General Assembly members may 5. Impeachment Procedures shall be is in accord with the Regis College Stu- tutions of the Regis College Student 
run for the Executive Board but defined in the By-Laws. dent Senate. Senate and shall nullify all contra-
will, upon winning any Executive Section C. The Officers of th~ Student Section D. A unanimous decision of the vening legislation thereunder. 
Board position, resign their Gen- Senate Executive Board shaH perform Board of Judicial Review shall be bind- 2. The existing Officers of the Regis 
eral Assembly seats and an interim the following functions: ing in all cases. A majority decision of College Student Senate at the time of 
appointment will be made. 1. Chair the following Committees: the Board of Judicial Review shall be the approval of the new Constitution 
b. Members of the Executive Board a. Vice-President - Organizational binding in a particular case. shall remain in Office as Officers 
may not run for any elective posi- Review ARTICLE V pro tern until such time as new elec-
tion in the General Assembly during b. Secretary- Election Section A. All powers not vested to a tions may be completed. 
their terms of Office. c. Treasurer- Finance particular Office under this Constitution 
SCHEDULE CONFLICT? 
ESCHEW THE SUPERFLUOUS! 
If you can't seem to reconcile 
your schedule for the required hours, 
we offer for your consideration 
11111111 
8975 E. Colfax Avenue TH'E STORE Phone: 364-7776 
MONDAY 
TUESDAY 
WEDNESDAY 
THURSDAY 
FRIDAY 
SATURDAY 
SUNDAY 
11111111 
The last Monday of the month -BLUE MONDAY featuring (Ugh!) Blue Beer and the Celebrity of the Month! 
An opportunity to become the superior sex (Economically) T.B.C. & Loretto Heights nite! Featuring our 
incomparable stock at Y2 price all night. For T.B.C. & Loretto Heights only. 
An opportunity to meet everyone currently residing, visiting or contemplating Colorado. A tradition in 
Denver. 
A quieter night; a chance to converse civilly and uninterrupted with the forty odd medical and law stu-
dents employed by THE STORE who just happen to drop in - to pick up their checks. 
During the academic year only, Friday afternoon society open at 3:00. Everything Y2 price until 6:00. 
Friday night - enough said. 
lOc hot dogs all afternoon! Dance to live music in the store room! 
During the football season: open at Noon! Watch your favorite in living color. (If you're not particularly 
excited about football, we offer an alternative-scintillating rapport) evening: college night everything Y2 
price all nite. 
THE STOREROOM IS AVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE PARTIES 
